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We at the #Ekstraklasa Magazine headquarters can predict - some would
even dare to say that we know a thing or two about football - thanks,
Mom and Dad.
Loving Polish football, however, never was going to be easy. Don't mind the
ugly past of corruption or current run of underachievement in Europe or on
the international stage - it is the way those in charge of the beautiful game
handled it over the decades that frustrates the most. Money are still pumped
in to no particular effect, without any interesting idea, as clubs are as poor as
they were before. Time to say no.

We predict that Legia Warszawa is the very first club to take the step into the
right direction. Their academy is growing - not only in status but also in
numbers, while Jan Urban's squad has been stregthened well above
anyone's expectations. Changes brought to the club went rather well, with the
new chairman being the most active on the transfer market - not only for the
reason that he was the only one with money to spend.

So while others lost their most valuable assets, Legia looks already a title material despite their lead being just four
point long. Smile is not leaving Jan Urban's face but Legia simply cannot crumble as they unexpectedly did last year.
Not for the greater good of Polish football.

They are the ones to lead the way - to show that local scouting and patient construction of academy can bring not only
success but also money. Take Rafal Wolsoi's transfer abroad - how many very good games he played for the 1st
team? Surely not enough to justify his price tag, and that is said without a shadow of a doubt over his potential.

Then there is Ljuoba. I'm firm believer in Ekstraklasa full of players like
him - just above averageness of European football, giving their all

despite nearing end of their careers. Seeing something glamorous in
Poland and post-Euro reality, a one, last chance to shine. If only the
clubs would drop the idea of having 25-men wide squads for just
30 odd games each season to have enough funds for players like
him... Or close to his class.

Legia leads the example in our third issue - and rightly so.
Interviews, history, features about the changes - we tried to do our

best to prepare you for what we think is only a matter of time.
Legia's domination and breaking the Poland's curse on

the Champions League's gates. Hopefully Urban's
men are at least equally well prepared as we

are with this issue - that may be the biggest
slice of humble pie we will have to eat if

someone turns out better than they
are. And we don't like humble

pies.
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Three…
It's the number of points for a drop-goal in Rugby, and a
field-goal in Gridiron. You get three points for a long-
distance score in basketball, whilst three goals in soccer
earns you the match ball. The green ball in snooker will
get you three points, but three strikes in baseball will
send you back to the bench. In ten-pin bowling, three
successive strikes is known as a Turkey, whilst three
sets are required to win a game of volleyball or men's
tennis.

Outside of sport, three is just as important. In
mathematics, three is the smallest odd prime number,
whilst it signifies various things in most major religions.

Entertainment is full of threes too. "Threes" is, in my
opinion, the best album by post-rock band Sparta, Die
Hard with a Vengeance (the third movie) is the best of the
series, whilst Star Wars' Episode III is also the best of the
new trilogy (although beating Episodes I and II isn't difficult).

But whilst good in many ways, for some it is also bad. In
Vietnam it is unlucky to take photographs with three people in,
whilst many believe that bad luck comes in threes.

Whilst people say that three is a crowd, we at
#Ekstraklasa Magazine tend to agree with 80's
pop group De La Soul, who famously claimed
that three was the magic number.

At #Ekstraklasa Magazine towers, we have
toiled away over the last few months through
changing deadlines, new babies, sickness,
and last-minute transfers (I'm looking at you
Mr Teodorczyk), in order to bring you, what
we think is our greatest issue yet.

With a pair of excellent interviews, interesting
stories, opinions, reviews and more, we
believe that Issue Three has more magic than
you could shake a stick at.

Open it up, take a read, an enjoy.
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Goalkeepers

The Waldemar Fornalik
Goalkeepeing Conundrum

Poland has been known for its
custodians for many years.
Now, two in England are
competing for the National

Team’s Number One jersey. Michał Zachodny talks Wojciech Szczęsny
and Artur Boruc.

One goal let in, one brilliant save, one frustrating half
each  –  for  Artur  Boruc  and  Wojciech  Szczęsny  it
simply couldn’t be worse to decide which one of them
should be Poland number one. Whichever way went
the pre-match talk between manager Waldemar
Fornalik and Southampton’s (current) number one,
the latter definitely has proved to be worth something
more than just a back up option to Arsenal’s goalie.

“I will follow the Premier League closely and decide on
the basis of their club form,” said Waldemar Fornalik,
putting instantly more pressure on both keepers. As
if Boruc had not enough problems with mistake-prone
back line at his Southampton, while that just added to
Szczęsny’s  frustrations  on  underachieving  Arsenal.
With just one month to the moment when Euro 2012
co-hosts face each other on the Warsaw’s national
stadium pitch, the battle for the place has just begun.

Too late, as some claim, but that is hardly Fornalik’s
fault. When his reign kicked off in Podgorica, he
couldn’t count on fullyfit Szczęsny and Boruc was out
of  club.  Przemysław  Tytoń’s  problems  at  PSV
Eindhoven did not look as serious as they are now,
but the one that stopped Georgios Karagounis’
penalty against Greece did well against Montenegro,
Moldova and England as Poland kept their position in
the opening stages of 2014 World Cup qualifications.
Now, with Tytoń even further off the starting line up at
PSV, Waldemar Fornalik is trying to decide on who to
use from the Polish contingent in England. Tomasz
Kuszczak’s chances are not small, despite omission
for Ireland friendly, as he surely is one of the nPower
Championship’s best keepers. But Boruc and
Szczęsny are a level above and that is more vital for
Poland’s coach – he knows that the quality required
in the upcoming ten months may be too much for
Brighton’s number one, who recently let in a few goals
that were too easy.

That led to Boruc and Szczęsny as the only ones whoImage: CyfraSport/PZPN
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are considered to be in contention for the number one’s spot at
the national team. To put it short, media are loving this. There
was  absolutely  no  focus  on  how  Tytoń  is  handling  himself  in
Dublin, while even Polish FA’s Internet TV channel delivered viral
videos of mostly Szczęsny and Boruc speaking, presenting it like
a competition and rivalry with a bit of laugh.

Szczęsny, as a natural joker, tried to remain as chilledout about
the whole situation as possible, offering Boruc an auto race as
well as a popular childish game. It hardly made any difference
for his rival. Boruc shrugged off the jokes and laughs, just kept
on saying how grateful he is for the chance to be back, how he
has changed in recent months. “I have been slapped on the face
by my life,” Soton’s keeper claimed, “but now everything is fine
and to be out there and hear the national anthem was something
truly special.”

It was quite obvious that Szczęsny is frustrated, not only that it
was Boruc who was given the nod to start against Ireland, but
also how quickly his rival established himself in the team. From
what was supposed to be a simple short-term meeting with the
coach followed by game watched from the subs bench, it
turned out for Boruc to be an open door to the starting line up.

It’s not the first time Szczęsny was frustrated to see Boruc
interfering with his position at the national team. “His saves
gave us shit,” was his reply to the suggestion that perhaps the
then-Fiorentina keeper should be brought back to the national
team before Euro 2012. “I hope I showed you why there should

be no Boruc in the side,” Szczęsny claimed after a goalless
draw with Portugal.

Joking with all those around, frustrated inside – hardly anyone
should be surprised that Waldemar Fornalik chose Boruc over
Szczęsny in the last game before hosting Ukraine. The former
Ruch Chorzów coach is not known as much of a joker, rather a
man who believes in hard day-to-day work, focus and
determination. Szczęsny’s cheekiness may make the
difference, even if his talent is bigger – Fornalik is also the man
of details, and with his coaching time cut short to just few days
before each match, he will pick the player who at least looks
more focused on the job.

But Szczęsny is as determined as Boruc to make it his
qualifications despite missing opening three games. With his
performance at Euro 2012 limited to such a short time and one
red card – and the biggest highlight being his cheer in the
stadium’s corridor when Tytoń saved the following penalty –
Arsenal’s keeper is desperate to prove his talent and status on
the international stage. He, as many of the failed, unfulfilled
Euro 2012 generation, is ready to do everything not to be
remembered for how supposedly the biggest party in nation’s
history turned out to be on the pitch.

Although Artur Boruc was left aside much earlier before Euro
2012, he is in similar position. He felt Smuda’s justification was
completely unfair and he was strongly supported by the media
when questions over goalkeepers arose. Now, grateful to be

Image: CyfraSport/PZPN
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back, he wants to make up for that wine incident that cost him
certain place at the tournament – not to be remembered as
drunk, crazy and problematic keeper but someone of the
similar position to the famous ex-Liverpool goalie Jerzy Dudek.

For some, their rivalry should be regarded as a good thing
actually. If other players from the national side would be as
desperate to win place at 2014 World Cup in Brazil as Boruc
and Szczęsny, then surely Fornalik’s job could be at least a bit
easier. With all serious reasons behind them to succeed it is,
however, one of the manager’s toughest challenges to keep
them maybe not satisfied – that remains impossible – but
focused only on their football.

Ghosts of old Boruc are still hurting his reputation, while
Szczęsny’s frustrations of young age and impatience also show
how hard it may be to handle the matter in the most delicate
ways. Dublin has not solved any of Fornalik’s puzzles – for once
he could have hoped that at least one of them could make it
easier with a blunder to their name.

Michał can be found on Twitter at @polishscout.

Image: CyfraSport/PZPN
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Since winning the title
in 1998, it has been a
tough 15 years for ŁKS
Łódź. Ryan Hubbard
talks us through the problems facing
the Rycerze Wiosny.

From Old Trafford to
Orlęta Cielądz?: The
tragic fall of Łódzki KS

It's the 12th of August 1998. Gary
Neville's long ball forward is
cushioned down perfectly by Paul
Scholes. The advancing Ryan Giggs
takes one left-footed touch to turn
the defender inside out, and finally
another to stab the ball past the
helpless goalkeeper. That was as
close as ŁKS Łódź ever got to the
Champions League.

A late header from Manchester
United striker Andy Cole eventually
sealed a 2-0 first-leg victory in front
of a 55,000 sell-out Old Trafford
crowd; and whilst the Red Devils still
needed to travel to Central Poland,
a goalless draw was enough to see
the Premier League runners-up, and
eventual Champions League
winners, through.

Whilst the Qualifying round of European football's most
prestigious competition was the pinnacle of ŁKS's
achievements, their downfall started much earlier. Over
twelve months earlier actually – with the arrival of the
second successive Polish Championship in Łódź.
However ŁKS were forced to settle for a sixth placed
finish in the summer of 1997 – dropping two places from
the previous year, as their city rivals Widzew claimed
the fourth title in their history. That was enough for the
ŁKS board. Ahead of the 199798 season, all rhyme and
reason was sacrificed in order to show that whatever
Widzew were capable of, ŁKS could do too.

Led by a 20 yearold Marek Saganowski, ŁKS were able
to compete with their rivals all of the way through the
season. Although “Sagan” was involved in a motorcycle
accident in April, the Rycerze Wiosny – which translates
to “Spring Knights”, and relates to their traditionally
strong performances after winter - managed to hold on
to their lead, and ŁKS finally ended a 40year wait to
bring the title back to the WhiteandRed half of Łódź.

 Along with the title, ŁKS were also entered into the
Qualifying Round of UEFA's flagship competition, the

Champions League. Having seen Widzew competing
against the likes of Atletico Madrid and Borussia
Dortmund in the group stage two years previously, ŁKS
went all out to match their rivals. Whilst they were drawn,
and ultimately progressed, in the first qualifying round
against Azeri side Kәpәz Gәncә, the second and final
round saw them paired with European veterans
Manchester United.

 Dumped from the competition at the final hurdle, ŁKS's
free-spending financial model was clearly
unsustainable; but even when they struggled to an
eleventh-placed finish in the league, no-one could have
predicted the speed of their implosion. Just two years
following their trip to the Theatre of Dreams, ŁKS fans
were staring at a season travelling to the likes of Polar
Wrocław, Włókniarz Kietrz and Tłoki Gorzyce as the club
took their place in the second tier. But even playing
against sides with attendances in the hundreds, the two-
time champions struggled.

 In fact, it took six years for ŁKS to finish even in the top
six of the second tier. However, after numerous mid-
table to bottom-half finishes, it was that sixth season
which finally resulted in promotion – albeit in second
place, once again behind Widzew. Led by 12-goal

ŁKS Łódź
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veteran striker Igor Sypniewski, ŁKS pipped both Jagiellonia
Białystok and Śląsk Wrocław to second place by two points.
But even though they were the second best team in the
league, they weren't necessarily guaranteed a place in the
topflight. Renovations at the Stadion ŁKS were badly
required in order for the club to obtain a license, and with debt
problems at the club quickly mounting and the budget not
particularly allowing much room for the stadium modifications,
it was hoped that good performances would help to recoup
some of the money.

 Even more cash was thrown at the playing squad – the club
desperately trying to climb higher up the ladder. Eventual
ninth and eleventh placed finishes proved disappointing, and
barely glossed over the cracks at the club; ŁKS as a topflight
club could not be sustained for much longer. Despite their
highest finish since their 1998 title win, seventh position
during the 2008-09 season was still not enough to save them.
The PZPN finally decided that enough was enough  ŁKS’s
financial problems had spiralled too far out of control. The
club were quickly stripped of their Ekstraklasa license and
relegated to the Pierwsza Liga for 2009-10. However many
fans still believe that something was amiss about the club's
demotion in 2009. The head of the licensing committee had
connections to the club which finished in fifteenth position,
Cracovia. By declining to give ŁKS a license, the Kraków club
were spared the drop – something which is still seen as a gift
in Łódź.

 With their relegation, ŁKS saw a number of players leave the
club, and unsurprisingly, once more they struggled. Again
forced to watch Widzew promoted to the top flight as
champions; but unlike in 2006, ŁKS fans couldn't fall back on
the consolation of promotion as runners-up as the club
finished back in fourth – 22 points behind their rivals. And
whilst promotion as champions was finally assured the
following year when ŁKS pipped Górnik Zabrze to first
position, the club was still hanging precariously over the edge
of a financial cliff. With a top-flight license again denied, more
modifications to their crumbling stadium were needed, whilst
the red-and-whites were forced to play their opening home
games 40 miles away in Bełchatów.

 Whilst the freespending mentality returned to Łódź in the
summer of 2011, the 2011/12 season turned out to be a
complete disaster. Five coaches in the Autumn Round cost

the club a fortune, whilst massive defeats to Lech Poznań,
Śląsk Wrocław and GKS Bełchatów only compounded the
misery. A narrow victory over Widzew in the Łódź derby
provided a brief respite for supporters, but in reality only
temporarily papered over the cracks. And then, in January,
the financial troubles worsened to the extent that the 104
year-old club was almost ready to declare bankruptcy.

 Whilst the club eventually managed to avoid disappearing
completely, the Spring round turned out to be even worse
than autumn. Without a win until the last day in March, ŁKS
never left the relegation spots. A total of nine points after
winter saw their relegation determined with a game to spare.

 With relegation came yet another mass exodus. A total of 22
players left the Stadion ŁKS ahead of the 2012/13 season;
many leaving with terminated contracts meaning that the club
received no transfer fee. In their place, new boss Marek
Chojnacki was forced to bring in either temporary loan deals
or players from the lower leagues to begin an assault on the
Pierwsza Liga. Whilst an opening day victory over GKS
Katowice started things brightly, that was to be the highlight of
the season so far. Winless in the next eleven games, ŁKS
plummeted to the bottom of the league – only a Polonia
Bytom side who should have been in the Druga Liga keeping
them off of the bottom. Whilst they did eventually manage two
more wins just before the break – at home to Sandecja Nowy
Sącz and away at Okocimski Brzesko – they still sit cemented
in the relegation spots, five points from safety.

 With more contract terminations in winter, it's difficult to see
any hope for ŁKS. Having been at the club for almost six

seasons now, 24 year-old defender Artur Gieraga is a veteran
by ŁKS's recent standards – but with unpaid wages building
up, even he wanted out.

“Mentally, I'm exhausted. How long can you wait for the
 money?” the defender told Przegląd Sportowy.

“It's a circus - the best word that describes the situation at
  ŁKS. I wish to get out of here as soon as possible,
 because I can not stand this any longer”.

Whilst Gieraga's contract has finally been solved (the money
was found to pay off some of his debts), winter has not been

Image: Ryan Hubbard
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 the strongest for the image of the club in other areas too.
Photographs of the ŁKS team returning to training in a local
park after the winter break were met with great laughter
around Poland, and a deal with a local football school has
also met complications.

 Szolka Mistrzostwa Sportowego, also known as SMS Łódź,
have stepped in to help ŁKS – both with playing staff and
financial issues. In fact, SMS were the ones who sorted
Gieraga's debt payment, as well as paying a number of
other playing staff. The school were also to loan players to
ŁKS without payment from the secondtier club. But even
though both sides would benefit from the arrangement, an
agreement could not be reached – much to the
disappointment of SMS director Janusz Matusiak, who
vented his frustrations to Przegląd Sportowy.

“I always said that if ŁKS ask us for help, I will not refuse.
 I do not know what players would be available to the
 club if it was not for the agreement with our school. I fear
  that every game would be a disgrace to Łódź”.

But ultimately, any deal (or in this case, lack of a deal) will
not change a lot. Whilst a second successive relegation
would be disheartening for the club and its fans, the financial
problems are still bubbling away, making league positions
the least of their worries. Again on the verge of bankruptcy, it
is rumoured that the club will start next season in the
Czwarta Liga's Łódzka Grupa (the fifth tier), regardless of
their ability to stay out of the bottom four or not.

The possibility of travelling to the likes of Concordia Piotrków
Trybunalski, Zjednoczeni Stryków and Orlęta Cielądz will feel
a long way from that trip to Old Trafford for those fans who
remember it, and for many it will feel a lifetime ago. Maybe
one day the Spring Knights will emerge from winter
victorious once more; but for now, that seems a lifetime
away too…

Ryan can be found on Twitter at @Ryan_Hubbard.

ŁKS Łódź
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As a 27-year old player, you watch closely
the new generations of young talents
making huge steps in Ekstraklasa. How
would you compare this guys to your
generation, who started seven or eight
years ago?

There are a lot of differences. First of all, the
differences in the way they were trained.
They have much better conditions to those
we had to face, when we started. I remember
when I was in Widzew’s junior teams. We
had very poor conditions to play football. We
had to play on pitches in really bad condition.
The coaches were not as good as they are
now. Legia Academy has is on very high
professional level. The standards there are
much above the average. Legia Academy is
the best one in Poland. Even compared to
Western European clubs, they have nothing
to be ashamed of. We are proud of such
academy. What is more, I think that nowadays, the younger
players have it much easier, because managers don’t have
to be afraid to bring in some new talents, it has become a
trend. It’s very good for Polish football, because in better
developed European clubs it has been a trend for years, not
just from this season.

When you were a junior player, Polish junior national
teams used to achieve some great results. Why most of
the huge prospects finish so badly?

There is a lot of aspects which have to be considered
regarding his topic. Junior player has to be prepared to join
the senior football. Because senior football is a whole
different story. There is a huge role of the coaches, who
introduce young players to further steps of their careers.
Obviously a lot deepens on the player himself. In my opinion
the new generation is more conscious of many factors. They
learn from the previous generations, which didn’t use their
potential.

How do you rate the national junior teams in Poland?

I don’t want to generalize. It’s individual. Some players will
stop developing at a a junior age. Others will take it as a

good lesson and work on themselves. When I was called up
for  U-15 and U-16 teams I used to sit on the bench. The
coach said, that I was to small and he needed the bigger
boys…

You watched Poland’s defeat to Ireland on television.
How would you rate Poland’s performance?

We were very unfortunate. We were lacking some things, we
have lost silly goals.

All right, but don’t you think that we actually lacked
much more than just single aspects? Our performance
was just poor as a whole team.

No! I wouldn’t say that! The Irish had a huge physical
advantage. It looked to me, as they were better prepared
within the physical aspects.

What do you feel when you see your Legia’s team mate,
Jakub Wawrzyniak failing to perform in national team
once again?

Well I support Kuba, when I see him there. We are
colleagues. Obviously, he has made a mistake with the first

Jakub Rzeźniczak

With around over 150 appearances
for Legia, Jakub Rzeźniczak is one
of the players with the most
experience at the club in the

current squad. “Rzeźnik” chats to Michał Dzida in
an exclusive interview for #Ekstraklasa Magazine.

“My team-mates
call me The
Facebook King!”

Image: CyfraSport/PZPN



goal. I think Kuba represents a level, which clearly enables
him to play for national team. Worse games just happen
once in a  while. I am sure that for the game against
Ukraine he will be ready to perform better.

You are fighting to get back to fitness after the injury.
How does your day looks like, when you are not
training?

I work out a lot in the gym, plus obviously the
physiotherapy. I have noticed, that I spend a lot of time in
my car, to travel from a place to place in Warsaw.

You have been with Legia for few years now. What is
the key for current team to avoid mistakes from past
seasons and finally win the league title?

We are stronger after previous failures, especially last
season. We have lost it because of our own mistakes. We
have to avoid defeats against weaker teams when we play
away. I wouldn’t worry about the home games.

Legia gets a lot of abuse from the home fans when
you guys go to play away matches. Does it effect you
in any matter?

Well, it’s normal, we all ready for it it’s part of the job to
keep up with it. I have to admit that I even like it! It
motivates me and only makes me laugh.

You are very active social media user. Does Legia give
any kind of instructions to the players of what you
can post there?

No, we didn’t get any instructions. Mr. Urban sometimes
has a laugh and calls me a celebrity, because of my
Facebook activity. Poland is such a country in which
people are afraid to say things and give opinions in public.
Some people pay attention to my social media activity just
to give me a stick, but I just have a laugh.

What do your team-mates say about it?

They are just having a laugh from time to time. Some of
them call me the Facebook king. It’s all joking. It doesn’t
take too much time of my daily routine and as far, as there
are few fans who like to read what I post, I will continue
to use it.

Both  Jakub  Rzeźniczak  (@JakubRzezniczak)  and
Michał Dzida (@MichalDzida) can be found on Twitter.

Jakub Rzeźniczak

Image: CyfraSport/PZPN



With the Polish transfer window remaining closed until
the start of February, the new year in Poland usually
begins with a mass exodus of players to sunnier climes,
or players negotiating their release from contracts in
order to sign for another club. The start to 2013 was no
different.

With a number of top players leaving the Ekstraklasa in
January seemingly increasing every day, it looked as
though the league would be completely
devoid of its best talents by the time
the Spring Round kicks off in late
February. But as the majority of
Western Europe saw it's transfer
window slam shut on January 31st,
Polish clubs breathed a sigh of relief,
as they could finally make their
moves to bring in new players.

Whilst some of its bigger stars have
now moved on, the Ekstraklasa
once again rejuvenates itself, with
new talents, some unheard of,
replacing the old. So as we
prepare to kick off the second
half of the season, #Ekstraklasa
Magazine talks you through the
biggest transfers, both in and
out of the Ekstraklasa.

Winter Transfers

Winter
Transfer

Round-up



Arkadiusz Milik
Górnik Zabrze to Bayer 04 Leverkusen

Maor Melikson
Wisła Kraków to Valenciennes

Will he, won't he. As the autumn round was coming to
a close, the teenage hot-shot's future was the main
talking point in the Ekstraklasa. Whilst there were
rumours that he wished to stay until the summer,
with just a week of the winter break gone, Arkadiusz
Milik had already signed a contract with Bundesliga
giants Bayer Leverkusen.

Whilst Górnik fans will hope that there is enough to
cover the loss of young Milik, the fact is that it will be
extremely difficult to plug the gap. Whilst Mateusz Zachara
impressed when called upon following Milik's suspension,
he has been sidelined since with an injury; and with the
unimpressive Tomasz Zahorski seemingly brought in as his
main replacement, Górnik may find themselves struggling up-front.

On the other side, Leverkusen will be a great place for Milik to continue
his development. Likely to be second in line to the on-fire Stefan
Kießling, he won't be thrust straight into the heat of the Bundesliga, but
will get the opportunity to learn from better players than possible in
Poland. Whilst he may struggle for a starting berth, Milik looks to have
found the perfect place to continue his growth.

There has been talk of Israeli international Melikson moving away
from the Ekstraklasa for a little while now, and the fact that he
managed a twoyear stint at Wisła Kraków is still slightly

surprising. But whilst his début round was hugely impressive, an injury and lack of
form have meant that Melikson hasn't made as much of an impact as many would
have hoped.

But even so, Melikson's transfer was always a matter of "When" rather than "if".
On his day, he was one of the best midfielders in the Ekstraklasa, and

he rightly attracted huge interest from abroad -
notably from Scottish Champions Celtic. However,
with Wisła suffering financially after the free

spending reign of Robert Maaskant, this winter was the right time for him to move on - for
both player and club.

Whilst Celtic had reportedly renewed their interest in the 28 year-old, Glasgow never
seemed the right option for Melikson. When Ligue 1 side Valenciennes came in for him
in December, the completion of the move seemed a mere formality. Melikson went on
to make his Valenciennes début as a second-half substitute in a 2-0 home loss to
Olympique Lyonnais.

Winter Transfers



Tomasz Brzyski
Polonia Warszawa to Legia Warszawa

Abdou Razack Traoré
Lechia Gdańsk to Gaziantepspor

With a number of Polonia Warszawa's players yet to be
paid wages under the ownership of Ireneusz Król, there
was talk of a mass exodus from Konwiktorską in the
winter. Whilst centreback Marcin Baszczyński was the
first to terminate his contract, it was the move of defender
Tomasz Brzyski which annoyed and
angered the Czarne Koszule
faithful the most.

Despite 77 appearances and six
goals for Polonia, it was understandable to see Brzyski move away from the club. But
whilst forfeiting the money owed to him should have earned praise from the fans, it
was his destination - cross-town rivals Legia - and his words following the
move, which earned attention for the wrong reasons.

Whilst Brzyski will possibly find it more difficult to force his way into
the Legia side than he would have at Polonia, he does move to
a team with serious hopes of progressing to the Champions
League next season. And without having to uproot his family
and move to a new city, Brzyski should be able to hit form
straight from the off.

Another "will he, won't he" saga, which originally looked to be heading
to a positive conclusion for the Ekstraklasa was Burkina Faso
Intenational midfielder Abdul Razack Traoré's contract negotiations
with Lechia Gdańsk. With rumours of interest from league leaders
Legia, hopes of a move to the capital were dashed as reports claimed
that they were unable to match the wages offered by Lechia. However,
with many believing that the #Ekstraklasa Magazine Issue Two cover
star was to sign a new deal on the Baltic coast, his contract - which
expired on December 31st - was allowed to run out.

Despite even more talk that putting pen to paper on a new deal in
Gdańsk was imminent, it was Turkish club Gaziantepspor who beat a host of clubs  ranging from Germany to
Mexico - to the Burkinabe midfielder's signature.

With Traoré now moved away from the PGE Arena, it remains to be seen how Lechia cope without their main
man. Whilst Bogusław Kaczmarek will need his side to step up to fill the Traoréshaped hole in midfield, the 24
year-old will hope to make as much of an impression in the Süper Lig as he has in the Ekstraklasa.
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Rafał Wolski
Legia Warszawa to Fiorentina

Whilst still young, and clearly
a talent on his day, the
transfer of 23 year-old
Albanian striker Edgar Çani
from Polonia to Catania will
have been greeted with
happiness by
many Czarne
Koszule
supporters.

Conflicts with the owner, coaches and teammates frustrated
supporters, and a refusal to return from a holiday in Italy - missing
the club's pre-season training camps - only lowered fans' opinions
further.

Whilst Çani's demotion to the Młoda Ekstraklasa team was
welcomed by all, the Autumn Round of 2012/13 saw him
restored to the first team at the insistence of Ireneusz Król - in
order to help increase his value ahead of the transfer window.
However, with Piotr Stokowiec giving Çani less than an hours'
playing time in Autumn, the Albanian's value went nowhere.
When Catania offered the striker a route away from his Warsaw hell,
no-one was going to stand in his way.

If it wasn't for his long injury setback, young Wolski would have
found himself much higher in #Ekstraklasa Magazine's list of top
50 talents back in December. But now back to full fitness, a move
to Florence will give him the chance to progress further, and stake
a claim for a spot in Waldemar Fornalik's national team. Failing to
make an appearance at Legia since the last day of the 2011/12
season, the Viola's move for the midfielder could be seemed a a
bit risky; but once he hits the form which saw him called into he
BiałeOrły's Euro 2012 squad, the €2million fee will be seen as a
great bit of business.

Although Legia have lost one of their best young players, the affect on their
form this season will be extremely small. With Wolski unable to make an
appearance in Autumn, Jan Urban has been actively searching for his
replacement for a few months now; and with the club sitting deservedly atop of the
pile in the Ekstraklasa, they have done
pretty well without him.

But the success of the transfer from Legia's
point of view remains to be seen. Should they go on
to lift the Ekstraklasa title in June, the money will have been worth it.
But a failure to get off to a great start in 2013, and they may look at the
20 year-old as someone who could have made that vital difference.

Edgar Çani
Polonia Warszawa to Catania Calcio
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Bartosz Bereszyński
Lech Poznań to Legia Warszawa

Traitor. Judas. Just a few of the kinder words
uttered in the direction of Bartosz Bereszyński
following the announcement of his pre-contract
agreement at Łazienkowska. Being bombarded
with text messages from an angry mob,
threatened by Lech supporters, and then being
placed into the Młoda Ekstraklasa team by
Mariusz Rumak, it's no wonder that Bereszyński

was hoping not
to have to wait
until summer to join up with his new club. In the end, it took just a matter days
for Bereszyński's immediate move to be confirmed, sparing him five months of

complete hell at Ulica Bułgarska.

With Legia having brought through a large number of youngsters
over the last few years, and with Jan Urban more than willing

to give them their chance in the league, the 20 year-old
striker saw a move to the capital as the perfect way

to continue his development. However, rather
understandably the Lech faithful didn't agree.

Due to the intense rivalry between Legia and Lech, there are not many
players who have crossed from one camp to the other. The fact that one of

Winter Transfers

Vladimir Dvalishvili
Polonia Warszawa to Legia Warszawa

Another of Polonia's stars who failed to receive
his wages from Ireneusz Król, Georgian striker
Vladimir Dvalishvili announced his desire to stay
at Konwiktorska until summer - despite his agent
making links to a number of clubs both in Poland
and abroad. However with a self-imposed
deadline for Król to pay the money owed not met,
Lado, as well as three other players, left the
club's training camp in Turkey, with the intention
of terminating their contracts.

With the majority of European transfer windows closed, Dvalishvili's chances of a move away from Poland
either would come with a solution in contract negotiations talks, which

could take months, or a move to one of the few countries with windows
remaining open. However, Polonia's cross-town rivals Legia had been
tracking the 26 yearold for a while, and with their young striker Michał
Efir picking up a serious injury, Jan Urban decided that a move should

be fast-tracked.

With his desperation to leave Konwiktorska growing, Legia were
forced to pay half-a-million Euros for the striker. But whilst
Polonia will receive some cash from the deal, Dvalishvili will

pocket €300,000 of the fee - owed to him by his former
employers.

Whilst competition in the form of Daniel
Ljuboja and Marek Saganowski is stiff,

Lado is more than capable of making an
impact in the white and green half of
Warsaw. On paper, this is the signing

which has led to many fans claiming that the title is Legia's to lose.



Arkadiusz Piech
Ruch Chorzów to Sivasspor Kulübü

It is difficult to comprehend how the loss of just one player
could affect a whole team, but if you want an example,
look no further than last season's Vice-Champions Ruch
Chorzów. With five of his sides 12 goals in Autumn, it was
Arkadiusz Piech's goals which turned losses into draws,
and draws into wins. Without those, the Niebiescy would
be languishing in the Ekstraklasa drop zone - a
tremendous fall from grace.

With a contract finishing at the end of June, Piech's time in Górny Śląsk was
quickly coming to an end. Finding his way to the fringes of Waldemar Fornalik's
Poland squad, a move to test himself abroad was always on the cards. But

whilst offers from Russia and Romania were turned down, the 27 year-old was
finally tempted by a move to Turkish Süper Lig side Sivasspor.

Joining up with fellow Pole Kamil Grosicki, the former Widzew
striker will be hoping to impress the National Team
scouts - and of course the money is much better on the
banks of the Kızılırmak River. His former club however

will be desperate for someone to fill the void created in
order to avoid a relegation battle.

Winter Transfers

Łukasz Teodorczyk
Polonia Warszawa to Lech Poznań

"Ten million euros". Polonia Warszawa owner Ireneusz Król
told reporters that even that wasn't enough for him to be
tempted by Lech Poznań into selling star striker Łukasz
Teodorczyk in the winter. In the end, it took just a fractions
of that  500,000 złotys  for 21 yearold "Teo" to make the
journey to Ul. Bułgarska before the Spring round even
started.

It isn't surprising that
Król went back
on his word -

he's been at the club just a matter of months, an he's already annoyed
players and fans alike. Also they'd exodus from Konwiktorska must have
dented morale hugely. For a club, third in the league, to have practically
given up hope of challenging, it's disappointing to see.

However, in Poznań, things are looking a little rosier than before. After
seeing their main rivals for the title snap up some of the league's top
performers, Teo's arrival closes that massive gap by a little. If Ślusarski
and Teodorczyk can form a partnership to rival the new-look Legia
trio of Ljuboja, Saganowski and Dvalishvili, then maybe the
title race isn't over after all...
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GKS Bełchatów
In: Łukasz Grzeszczyk (Warta Poznań); Rafał Kosznik (Warta Poznań); Patryk Rachwał (unattached); Kamil Michalak
(Polonia Bytom); Kamil Pożniak (Łódzki KS); Emilijus Zubas (Ekranas).

Out: Miroslav Bozok (contract); Łukasz Budziłek (GKS Katowice); Paweł Buzała (Lechia Gdańsk); Paweł Giel (contract);
Kamil Kosowski (Wisła Kraków); Mate Lacic (Cracovia); Dawid Nowak (contract); Leszek Nowosielski (Warta Poznań);
Marko Simic (contract); Adam Stachowiak (Botev Plovdiv); Alan Stulin (contract); Maciej Szmatiuk (contract); Tomasz
Wróbel (contract).

Górnik Zabrze
In: Grzegorz Bonin (Pogoń Szczecin); Bartosz Kopacz (Zawisza Bydgoszcz); Sergei Mosnikov (Pogoń Szczecin);
Mateusz Słodowy (Viktoria Zizkov); Tomasz Zahorski (Jagiellonia Białystok).

Out: Maciej Bębenek (Sandecja Nowy Sącz); Michał Jonczyk (Widzew Łódź); Arkadiusz Milik (Bayer Leverkusen); Błażej
Telichowski (Podbeskidzie).

Jagiellonia Białystok
In:Michał Fidziukiewicz (Gryf Wejherowo); Lubos Hanzel (Spartak Trnava); Kim Minkyun (Fagiano Okayama); Tomasz
Kowalski (Tur Turek); Dani Quintana (Club Gimnastic de Tarragona).

Out: Krzystof Baran (Podbeskidzie); Luka Gusic (Podbeskidzie); Damian Kądzior (Motor Lublin); Łukasz Tymiński
(Ruch Chorzów); Tomasz Zahorski (Górnik Zabrze); Paweł Tarnowski (Polonia Warszawa)

Korona Kielce
In: Bartosz Kwiecień (Juventa Starachowice); Ivan Marković (Partizan Beograd); Vanja Marković (Partizan Beograd);
Kamil Sylwestrzak (Chojniczanka Chojnice); Paweł Zawisztowski (Zawisza Bydgoszcz).

Out: Nikon Jevtić (Nyiregyhaza Spartacus); Grzegorz Lech (Stomil Olsztyn); Bartłomiej Michalski (Siarka Tarnobrzeg);
Michał Michałek (Stal Mielec); Seiji Saito (contract); Janos Szekely (contract); Michał Zieliński (Cracovia).

Lech Poznań
In: Kasper Hamalainen (Djurgardens IF); Michał Jakóbowski (Warta Poznań); Łukasz Teodorczyk (Polonia Warszawa)

Out: Bartosz Bereszyński (Legia Warszawa); Adrian Cieślak (KS Polkowice); Jakub Miszczuk (Arka Gdynia); Jarosław
Ratajczak (GKS Katowice); Jakub Wilk (contract).

Lechia Gdańsk
In: Paweł Buzała (GKS Bełchatów); Mohammed Rahoui (unattached).

Out: Andreu (Racing Santander); Paweł Nowak (Sandecja Nowy Sącz); Abdou Razack Traoré (Gaziantepspor); Patryk
Tuszyński (Sandecja Nowy Sącz).

Legia Warszawa
In: Bartosz Bereszyński (Lech Poznań); Ihor Berezowśkyj (Obolon Kyiv); Tomasz Brzyski (Polonia Warszawa); Vladimir
Dvalishvili (Polonia Warszawa); Tomasz Jodłowiec (Sląsk Wrocław).

Out: Albert Bruce (contract); Mateusz Cichocki (Dolcan Ząbki); Konrad Jałocha (Chojniczanka Chojnice); Tomasz
Kiełbowicz (end of career); Rafał Wolski (Fiorentina).

Piast Gliwice
In: Frank Adu Kwame (LZS Piotrówka); Bartosz Szeliga (Sandecja Nowy Sącz).

Out: NONE
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Podbeskidzie BielskoBiała
In: Krzystof Baran (Jagiellonia Białystok); Marko Cetkovic (Buriram United); Adam Deja (MKS Kluczbork); Tomasz
Górkiewicz (Polonia Bytom); Luka Gusic (Jagiellonia Białystok); Anton Sloboda (Viktoria Zizkov); Błażej Telichowski
(Górnik Zabrze).

Out: Kamil Adamek (Drzewiarz Jasienica); Mateusz Bąk (contract); Sławomir Cienciała (Etyr 1924 Wielkie Tyrnowo);
Liran Cohen (Hapoel Haifa); Bartłomiej Danowski (contract); Ireneusz Jeleń (contract); Piotr Koman (Okocimski
Brzesko); Krzystof Król (contract); Matej Nather (Zawisza Bydgoszcz); Mateusz Niechiał (contract); Damian Nowak
(contract); Wojciech Reiman (Stal Stalowa Wola); Mariusz Sacha (contract); Damian Szczęsny (GKS Tychy); Sebastian
Ziajka (contract); Bartłomiej Danowski (Odra Opole)

Pogoń Szczecin
In: Tomasz Chałas (Zawisza Bydgoszcz); Takuya Murayama (Gwardia Koszalin); Julien Tadrowski (Arka Gdynia).

Out: Grzegorz Bonin (Górnik Zabrze); Sergei Mosnikov (Górnik Zabrze); Błażej Radler (Energetyk ROW Rybnik);
Mateusz Szałek (Flota Swinoujście); Łukasz Zwoliński (Arka Gdynia).

Polonia Warszawa
In: Martin Baran (Polonia Bytom); Vytautas Luksa (Ekranas); Igor Morozov (Levadia Tallinn); Jakub Tosik (Karpaty
Lviv); Paweł Tarnowski (Jagiellonia Białystok)

Out: Marcin Baszczyński (Ruch Chorzów); Tomasz Brzyski (Legia Warszawa); Edgar Cani (Catania); Vladimir
Dvalishvili (Legia Warszawa); Isidoro (CD Numancia de Soria); Łukasz Teodorczyk (Polonia Warszawa).

Ruch Chorzów
In: Marcin Baszczyński (Polonia Warszawa); RobertChwastek (Dolcan Ząbki); Łukasz Tymiński (Jagiellonia Białystok).

Out: Bartosz Flis (contract); Hubert Kotus (contract); Paweł Lisowski (contract); Matko Perdijić (contract); Arkadiusz
Piech (Sivasspor); Michał Staszowski (contract); Mateusz Struski (Wisła Płock).

Sląsk Wrocław
In: Jakub Więzik (ŁKS Łódź).

Out: Patrik Mraz (contract); Tomasz Jodłowiec (Legia Warszawa).

Widzew Łódź
In: Michał Jonczyk (Górnik Zabrze); Maciej Krakowiak (Chojniczanka Chojnice); Bartłomiej Pawłowski (Warta Poznań);
Michał Płotka (Warta Poznań).

Out: Adam Banasiak (Olimpia Grudziądz); Aleksander Lebedev (contract); Adrian Pietrowski (Chojniczanka Chojnice).

Wisła Kraków
In: Gerard Bieszczad (Warta Międzychód); Daniel Brud (ŁKS Łódź); Kamil Kosowski (GKS Bełchatów); Patryk Małecki
(Eskisehirspor); Emmanuel Sarki (unattached).

Out: Jan Frederiksen (contract); Milan Jovanić (contract); Maor Melikson (Valenciennes); Romell Quioto (Cdys Vida).

Zagłębie Lubin
In: Adrian Bląd (Zawisza Bydgoszcz); Wojciech Trochim (Warta Poznań).

Out: Ivan Hodur (Spartak Trnava); Sergio Reina (Patriotas FC); Darvydas Sernas (Gaziantepspor); Roman Sloboda
(Mlada Boleslav).



With the Spring Round
of the Ekstraklasa upon
us, #Ekstraklasa
Magazine and
EKSTRAKLASAreview.co.uk have used Wirtualna Polska’s excellent Fantasy
Liga to create a Fantasy League Mini-League – and it is open to you!
Wirtualna Polska’s Fantasy Liga is back for another
edition in Spring, and #Ekstraklasa Magazine has
created a mini-league for it’s readers to join, and
compete for prizes!

The Fantasy Liga is free to sign up for, and as long
asd you register before thye first kick-off of Spring
(Zagłębie Lubin  Pogon Szczecin; 18:00 CET, 22nd
February) you can start earning points from the start!

Transfers will be allowed between every league round,
although you will be charged points should you
exceed two transfers per league round.

So you want to play? Great! It’s easy to get started.

1. Register at http://www.fantasyliga.wp.pl

2. Choose your team name and colours.
3. Select your squad of 15 players with a budget of 25
million złótys, making sure you select one player as a

captain.

4. Join the #Ekstraklasa Magazine mini-
league by entering the league’s passcode:
390922420.

To give you a little bit of help, #Ekstraklasa
Magazine’s editors Michał Zachodny give you
a sneak peek at their team line-ups and
formations.

#Ekstraklasa Magazine
Fantasy Football!

Fantasy Liga



?
This is the team which will (hopefully) go on to glory in the
#Ekstraklasa Magazine Fantasy Liga. Big money midfield,
goalscoring defenders, a young captain. What could go
wrong?

ŁUKASZ SKORPSKI (Górnik Zabrze)

My first choice goalkeeper has been in outstanding form for
Górnik this season. As a part of the strongest defence in the
league, surely will pick me up a decent amount of points.

SEWERYN GANCARCZYK (Górnik Zabrze)

Like Skorupski, an important part of Górnik’s solid back-line.
Also has chipped in with three assists, but could lose his
place when Magiera returns.

ALEKSANDER TUNCHEV (Zagłębie Lubin)

As an ex-Leicester City player, Bulgarian International
Tunchev was one of the first names on my team sheet. Strong
and solid defender, capable of grabbing a goal too.

ŁUKASZ BROZ (Widzew Łódź)

Widzew's top scorer in Autumn; if Bróz keeps it up, he's
guaranteed to being points to the team. One of the top Polish
performers in the Ekstraklasa at the moment.

SZYMON PAWŁOWSKI (Zagłębie Lubin)

Key to any Zagłębie success, Pawłowski will bring a few
goals and assists to my Górnik Leicester team. One of the
league's most impressive players before the winter break.

ALEKSANDER KWIEK (Górnik Zabrze)

One of Górnik's most important players on autumn, and much
improved under Adam Nawałka. His position behind the
striker, and his ability to strike a ball mean he is always
capable of scoring a screamer or two.

DOMINIK FURMAN (Legia Warszawa)

One of the league's up-and-coming players, Furman has
impressed many - including national coach Waldemar
Fornalik. With Legia very much favourites to lift the title, they
youngster could play a big role.

JAKUB KOSECKI (Legia Warszawa)©

Legia's second top scorer, and significantly cheaper than
Ljuboja. His attacking play should provide plenty of points as
Legia head towards the title.

ADAM FRĄCZCZAK (Pogoń Szczecin)
The last of my first eleven picks was entirely decided by my
remaining  budget;  but  in  Frączczak  I  have  a  very  capable
midfielder. Whilst it is unlikely he'll set the league alight, he can
possibly  bring  in  a  few  points  hereorthere  should  Pogoń
perform well.
MICHAL PAPADOPULOS (Zagłębie Lubin)

The third Zagłębie player in my squad, if he continues his
autumn form, both the Miedziowi and myself will do well. With
five goals and two assists, he could be hugely important.

PAWEŁ BUZAŁA (Lechia Gdańsk)

With Traoré gone from the PGE Arena, the rest of the Lechia
team will need to step up a gear. With a few goals for
struggling Bełchatów, Buzała could be the focal point of the
Lechia attack.

Sub: Kocoń (Wisła), Giliński (Polonia), Grzelak (GKS),
Góral (Sląsk):

 Cost-cutting, pure and simple. Picked at random too. Still will
qualify for a winners medal though, should Górnik Leicester
lift the Fantasy Liga trophy at the end of the season.

KS Górnik Leicester
Manager: Ryan Hubbard

Fantasy Liga



In response to Górnik Leicester, there came the Stamford’s
Śląsk – a team so typical for most of Ekstraklasa clubs. Many
decent players, huge egos, awful defenders and blunder-
prone goalkeeper who is somehow touted to be one of the
best in the country. This either leads to a trophy of the
Ekstraklasa Magazine Fantasy league, or being rock bottom
by the end of fifth matchday.

ŁUKASZ SKORUPSKI (Górnik Zabrze)
Apparently there are some people blind in Italy and working
in  the  football  business –  Łukasz Skorupski  is  one of  the
targets of few clubs from Serie A which means this is the last
time I could get him to my team. With such ambition, arguably
some ability and the best defending record so far, I expect
miracles. Or at least few clean sheets.
JULIEN TADROWSKI (Pogoń Szczecin)
I have seen this guy playing for Poland’s youth national team
and I’ve seen enough to know that this guy will give it a go
in Ekstraklasa after stepping up the level this winter. At
Pogoń people are apparently as optimistic as I am – hopefully
their defending will have less of that.
DANIEL ZBOZIEŃ (Piast Gliwice)
I like to think that he has something in common with Cristian
Chivu and Petr Cech – solidness rather than red cards and
only the rugby hat he has to wear on since that nasty head
injury. We will see about that.

PAWEŁ LISOWSKI (Piast Gliwice)
What? Two Piast defenders? Does he knows they have third
worst goals conceded result so far? Yes, I’m aware of the
fact, but this guy is more of a midfielder and I hope for easy
points from his attacking performance, rather those at the
back.
SEBASTIAN MILA (Śląsk Wrocław)
Impossible not to have him in any Fantasy team and call
yourself a player of the game – he is great value for any
money they want for him. Points, points, points.
IVICA ILIEV (Wisła Kraków)
I’m seriously hoping this skillful player will have the last laugh
in the totally awful season for Wisła. He will be apparently
playing off the striker so hopefully his record will only get
better.
ADRIAN BŁĄD (Zagłębie Lubin)
If he keeps up impressing us much as he did for Zawisza
Bydgoszcz, then I have made one of the best steals of the
century. Well, maybe not precisely, but he is a potential
bargain and definitely not that bad not to get himself a place
at Zagłębie.
KASPER HAMALAINEN (Lech Poznań)
Look at him. Here is Lech’s hope for the rest of the season.
He scored a few in friendlies, can hit a free kick well and
surely there is no other option for Rumak than just to play
him.
PATRYK MAŁECKI (Wisła Kraków)
Just to restore the level of craziness to my team – I maybe
risk one or two red cards by investing my money in him, but
he has a point to prove I believe. Only if he will not voice it
too loud to the referees, please.
DANIJEL LJUBOJA (Legia Warszawa)
A joy to watch – even if he is just a name on my team sheet.
CVETAN GENKOV (Wisła Kraków)
Now then, either I’m crazy or I expect Wisła to be the best
team this spring. They have scored just 14 goals this season
and I have three of their attacking players – the good news
is that none of them is Daniel Sikorski.
SUBS: Wandzel (Lech), Szymorek (GKS), Juraszek
(Śląsk), Korzym (Korona) – the last one is the only serious
candidate to get anywhere near the starting line up of
Stamford’s  Śląsk.  The  rest  are  purely  based  on  cost
reduction, a policy so well known in the Ekstraklasa…

FC Stamford’s Śląsk
Manager: Michał Zachodny

Fantasy Liga



EURO 2012 is over and long forgotten. However, we in
Poland still have beautiful stadiums, old towns, monumental
castles, wild nature and charming landscapes. There are
many things you should look at once more. We also have a
football league, called “Ekstraklasa”. It isn’t charming, nor
monumental; but as an old adage says (maybe even a

Polish one) – “in every
crap you may find a
diamond”. Some of them
may be like castles –
similar to others built all
over the world; less
impressive, but still
beautiful. But some of
them may be like
Chancellor Bismarck’s
bust made of Pâté – not
beautiful at all, but still
bloody interesting. So let
me describe you the
most interesting pearls
of the Ekstraklasa.

Sebastian Mila's
crossing

Without Mila, Śląsk could have had huge problems with
reaching the upper half of the table after the autumn round.
He was suspended for the first 4 matches, and the team had
no ideas how to deliver the ball into the opponents’ danger
zones. When Mila came back, during the rest of the round
he managed to score 4 goals and make 7 assists. During
last season, his precise crosses from set pieces were a key
factor in Śląsk’s successful Ekstraklasa campaign. In this
round, the team is significantly weaker, but they still have a
few players who are exceptionally good in the air - who can
be fed with accurate passes from corners and free kicks.

Even though Mila is often slow and being tightly marked;
has problems with distributing the ball; one set piece in
danger zone may let him become hero of the game.

However, if opponents forget to disturb him in the build-up,
he’s also still able to deliver precise through balls also from
open play. It looks like it could be Mila’s last round at Śląsk.
If it is, the team from Wrocław will have huge problems next
season.

Daniel Ljuboja’s deep-dropping
Ljuboja is the player who makes a difference in the Polish
League. If he were more hard-working, he could replace
four other players. Still, he’s
worth at least two solid ones.
Maciej Skorża, the former Legia
manager, used Ljuboja as a
more up-front attacker. It’s one of
the reasons why Skorża is the
‘former’ Legia manager. Being a
lone striker, Ljuboja was often
out of play and was forced to wait
for passes that never came.

When Urban used him as a
supporting attacker behind
Saganowski, the collaboration
brought results of which Skroża
could only dream of (but really
should have expected). Ljuboja
was often positioned close to the
opponents’ defender, then
moved slightly deeper or wider,
taking his marker with him. This
gave either Saganowski or the
wingers more space close to the
box. He also always finds free
space for himself, being able to
receive the ball and help build-up
play. Well, maybe not always…
But when he wants to.

Tactics

Moments of
an increased

(or decreased) degree
of beauty

Whilst players may have left, and clubs
may be struggling, #Ekstraklasa
Magazine is optimistic ahead of the
Spring round. Tactics Guru Andrzej
Gomołysek tells us that there are good
things happening in the Ekstraklasa. You
just have to know where to look.
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Wisła players' movement in
the middle
If your child accidentally asks
you one day “Dad, which is the
team with worst players’
movement in the middle on the
pitch?”, I don’t see a better
example in the vicinity. All Wisła
players in the middle are static,
double their positions, leaving
acres of space in other zones,
which only seductively whisper

“run here…”.

It’s surprising how players with
such a good vision (like

Garguła or previously Melikson) or work rate (Sobolewski,
Wilk) can be so static. Also, the youngsters who receive their
chances aren’t too involved in off-the-ball play. It results with
huge problems in build-up play, as players simply don’t have
enough possibilities for sending forward passes. All of them
are easy to mark, and the midfielder with possession is
forced to use longer balls or make attempts at dribbling. As
Wisła currently don’t have players with exceptional technique,
it’s no surprise that their attacks are as effective as
hammering your head against a
wall. In addition, spectators
singing frustration is focused on
the attackers’ inability to finish.
Watching (and hearing) this, can
be a nice addition for trip to
Wisła’s stadium.

Robert Demjan's movement
Now that there's no Liran Cohen
and his perfect-placed free kicks
at Podbeskidzie, supporters in
BielskoBiała don't have too many
possibilities to see moments of an
increased degree of beauty. Their
team is currently in decay, and
the line dividing the relegation
places from the safer zones is
distant enough. Still, they have
one player who should remain in
the top division after this season.

Robert Demjan is a hard-working
attacker. ‘Hard-working attacker’ in Poland usually means
that he runs with no effect, doesn’t score, and plays good
with his back to the goal. However Demjan’s play looks
otherwise. His movement is very intense, so when he
receives the ball, he usuallyhas a  bit of free space and isn’t
tackled right away. Yes, he’s good in play with his back to the
ball, but also is competent when having the goal in front of
him. In addition, he often drops deeper, helping to build-up
play, and dragging opponents out of position. Also he can be
used as a target man, performing quite well in the air.

Tomasz Brzyski's
forward runs

One of the sparks
in a constantly
fading Polonia,
currently already at
Legia. To find a
good left-sided
defender in Poland
isn’t much easier
that finding a
needle in a
haystack.
However, it looks like Brzyski is the one which all Ekstraklasa
clubs need. He’s competent in defending, with good
positioning, quickly joins the defensive line after losing the
ball. But his best work, he does in attacking zones. He often
is positioned very high up the pitch, participating in most of
the actions. At Legia, where wingers usually drop narrowly
and leave channels for forward runs, it will be exploited very
often. Another proof of his ability of making forward runs is
the fact that he was often used at Polonia in winger’s role –
with much success. As there’s high competition in Legia
midfield, he should be rather used as full-back.

Korona Kielce players' tackles
If you play Football Manager,
and prefer to use hard tackling,
you'll feel at home in Kielce - or
even like in a warm and
comfortable cradle. Korona
players don't have exceptional
technical abilities. They aren't
especially fast, too accurate
with tackling, and don't have
especially good positioning.
Still, they were able to fight
against much stronger teams,
only by being very aggressive
during opponents' attacks. Last
season, they had very good
results and fought very long for
European campaign, as during
matches against them,
opponents were scared to
dribble past them. As an

average Polish dribbler in a duel against a physically strong
aggressive tackler may only lose the ball or their own ankle,
they preferred to lose the ball. The referees had problems
with getting used to this stance. They would think “How the
hell can I send them all off?”. Fortunately for Ekstraklasa
players’ legs, they’ve started to give an impressive amount of
yellow and red cards. Korona is still looking for new idea how
to play. You must see them now, before they find it.

Tactics
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Szymon Pawłowski's inside runs

It’s still possible, that Pawłowski will leave Zagłebie and move
to Germany. It seems the most natural option for the midfielder,
as he’s currently simply too good for Ekstraklasa clubs. He
moves impressively in attacking zones, both with and without
the ball - causing havoc in the opponents’ defence. Even
though Zagłębie has much improved recently as a team, he
was still by far their best player and main source of threat.

Being a natural winger, he very often drops into central zones,
not only leaving free space for full-backs’ forward runs, but
also to create links in the middle, and simply to be able to
create more danger for the opponents’ goal. He has good
technique, liking often to dribble past the full-back, move
straight into the box and make a shooting attempt from a tight
angle. And yes, his shooting abilities are also worth seeing.

Bartosz Ślusarski's offtheball play
He’s the best Polish striker in the Ekstraklasa…

It may seem funny, looking at the amount of situations when
he missed in easy chances. 8 goals in 15 games aren’t an
impressive result. However, counting situations he was able to
create himself, he should have scored at least twice as many.
For the Polish League, he plays well off-the-ball and often
loses his markers. He also is exceptional in aerial duels, so
may make attempts to finish in difficult situations after finding
himself in just a little space. On the other hand, when it comes
purely to finishing, it looks far worse than when he creates his
chances. His off-the-ball movement is nice to watch, but when
he receives the ball and creates a good situations, his finishing
can be watched with a mixture of fun and disbelief. However, it
can only get better. Much better…

Michał Pazdan’s positioning
For most spectators, he’s the one who was chosen for the
Polish squad for Euro 2008, and only Leo Beenhakker knows
why. Today we can see, that he was right. Pazdan developed
into a player with impressive abilities in defending. Maybe he
isn’t an exceptional tackler, but still he’s able to profit on his
ability of reading the game and adjust his position to the
situation of the ball. In Adam Nawałka’s Górnik he become one
of the best defensive midfielders in the league. Maybe he isn’t
too good in a holding role, but he could be an important part of
every Ekstraklasa team, having a passer in front. It was a big
surprise that he left Górnik for Jagiellonia, as in Zabrze he
seemed to develop into one of the team’s central figures. In
addition, he’s weaker as central defender, however in
Białystok he’s usually used in this role  losing much of his
ability.

Andrzej can be found on Twitter at @taktycznie.

Tactics
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A Legia Warszawa
legend both on

and off of the pitch, Michał Zachodny tell us of how
Marek Jóźwiak’s career at the club came to a premature end.

Where do I sign?
Marek Jóźwiak

While the transfer exodus from
Ekstraklasa was quite impressive and
arguably has lowered league’s level,
there was one particular decision that
might have hurt one of top clubs as much
as Melikson, Milik and Traore all leaving
Poland.

“A man who worked and played for the
club for years, with Legia currently on top
in both leagues [Ekstraklasa and youth
division], with academy that is a model
for others around Europe, is leaving his
position just like that,” said Marek
Jóźwiak on himself. And in the voice of
Legia’s former Sport Director there was
as much pride from fair assessment of
current situation, as bitterness on the
way the club has treated him.

He will, obviously, tell everyone that it is
not like that. That it was just a matter of
five minutes alone in the cabinet of club
new chairman, Bogusław Leśnodorski –
listening to short explanation (“I was told
we have different visions for the club,”
Jóźwiak claimed) and then being handled
pen and paper to sign.

That cold goodbye meant a rather
unexpected ending to a large part of
Marek Jóźwiak’s life at Legia. For eleven
years as a player and last eight in club’s
structures proved to be a rough ride for former defender. His
personality and the transition made when he changed
training kit for suits in 2005 are a quite large part of Legia’s
growth – one definitely worth telling.

He was found by Jerzy Engel, who noticed that 20-year-old,
tall and skinny central defender in Mława – although
ambitious and hard-tackling, in the words of former Poland
head coach, Jóźwiak had rough technique. The last
expression stuck to him for almost his whole football career
that kicked off since he joined Legia – maybe a little bit
unfairly, given how far he went with it in Europe. And in
China.

Three league triumphs, four domestic cups and two
supercups – not bad for a “ruthless, crazy, no-nonsense
centerback”, as he was mainly described. Jóźwiak was from
the type that never crumbled under pressure – when Legia
played in the Cup Winners’ Cup with Sampdoria Genoa in
1990/91, he stepped in as goalie in a dramatic 2-2 away
draw for last part of the game. He kept his sheet clean that
day, something he proudly recalls even up to this day. Unlike
his dressing room reputation.

Jóźwiak is remembered as a joker, someone nailing others’
shoes to the floor, making all those unfunny “shower jokes”
with soap and then being the one whose laugh is the loudest.
One of the anecdotes says that he smeared warming



ointment all over team-mates kit before one of the
Champions League matches.

Nowadays, Jóźwiak prefers to distance himself from the
person he was. The stories how he scored in the Champions
League at Moscow’s Luzhniki for Legia in the days when
Polish clubs still meant something in Europe’s finest
competition. Even when he was sent-off at Old Trafford in
1991 is higher in Jóźwiak’s memory than the reputation of
him as a team-mate.

It’s hard to say that he was adored by Legia’s faithful but
definitely he was respected footballer, always there to notice
when someone was not trying hard enough for the club. Even
as he signed off at that meeting with Leśnodorski, Jóźwiak
openly said to have the club in his heart, not closing the
doors for the future cooperation.
How hard it must have been for
him to be shown the exit after
spending 21 years in the place
that changed so much.

After all, there is a lot of truth
behind the bitter statement of
his – with new stadium, two
training pitches nearby and
academy that is flourishing,
Legia is the place to look for
stability, development and good
football too. Marek Jóźwiak was
involved in most of that since
2005, when he decided to start
as a scout, then becoming
head of his small department to,
finally, succeed Mirosław
Trzeciak in spring 2010.

Jóźwiak will be accounted with
transfers he was responsible
for – only last season Legia’s
season collapsed when high-
earning additions, Nacho Novo
and Ismael Blanco, failed to
settle in Polish capital.
Decisions to sell Maciej Rybus
and Ariel Borysiuk when they
could (and by many “should”)
help in league favorite’s title bid,
will go down in history as his,
even if it was Jóźwiak who
scouted and then
recommended both to Legia.
Deals of both have definitely
earned Legia more than they
have spent over the years on now full internationals.

Although he played in France for Guingamp only for four
years, Jóźwiak proved to be quite different player and person
to the one known in Warsaw. He quickly learned the
language, made the contacts and became influential figure
for the club – so much that he stood up to Guy Lacombe
when there appeared to be “difference of opinions” for which
he was shortly sent to reserves.

It was all worth it – bar short and unsuccessful spell in China,
he came back to Poland with a notebook worth millions for
Legia. He signed Danijel Ljuboja, who, in his words, “is a
player that every fan would love to watch at his own club
each year”. There was disciplined defender Moussa Ouattara,
skillful left-back Edson and, last but not least, Roger
Guerreiro, who took the role of Legia’s playmaker so well,
that he was turned Pole from Brazilian and scored the only
goal for his new country at Euro 2008.

Novo and Blanco were, however, not the only costly transfer
flops on his list. Marko Antolović will be forever remembered
for fair few blunders as Legia goalie, Michal Hubnik came
with high hopes but spent more time in medical department
than on the pitch, while Junior was more known for his drink-
drive incidents than dribbles past rivals’ defenders. Manu,

Bruno Mezenga and
Antonio Cabral join them in
the gallery of Jóźwiak’s
shame, although he will
defend the latter two
pointing at their current
careers. Cabral won the title
in Argentina after coming
back from Poland, after all.

Jóźwiak likes to show off
with who he knows and who
he tried to sign. After he left
Legia, he was eager to point
at the likes of Filippo Inazghi
, Gennaro Gattuso and El-
Hadji Diouf as players that
were proposed to him. The
first wanted “to break some
kind of Champions League
record”, while the other two
were never considered
realistically, although talks
regarding contracts were
held with John Carew, Eidur
Gudjohnsen and Pascal
Feidouno. It is Jóźwiak’s
personal achievement – or
at least he counts it as his –
that Legia’s status grew to
the level that attracts even
those older but still
recognizable names from
world football.

He was the first of many
changes under new Legia
rule of Bogusław

Leśnodorski, as even longlasting team’s director was
replaced. However popular (or not) some of them were, even
Marek Jóźwiak himself is ready to justify them on one
condition - “if Legia wins the title,” says their ex-director, “and
I will be there that day”. Though only as a fan.

Marek Jóźwiak
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When Wisła Kraków slumped to a seventhplace finish in last
season’s Ekstraklasa campaign, commentators, supporters
and club officials spoke of a temporary slump that would
need to be rectified quickly.

Champions in eight of the last 13 seasons, Wisła have
become used to sitting at the top of the Polish game,
regularly kings at home and desperately close on numerous
occasions to qualifying for the much coveted Champions
League group stage (they have lost six times in the final
qualifying round). With their ability to attract and recruit some
of the best players the Ekstraklasa has to offer, it was
expected that they’d soon be back fighting for titles. Few
expected things to get worse.

This winter, however, is a depressing one of the banks of the
Vistula River. At the halfway point of the campaign Wisła
currently sit in 12th place in the table, just three places above
the relegation places and a full 15 points behind the league
leaders Legia Warsyawa. They’ve scored only 14 goals,
which equates to a measly 0.93 per game. To make matters
worse, the on-field struggles have received only marginally
more coverage than the problems that envelope the club off it.

Salaries are being paid late, star players are being sold and
pay-offs to former coaches remain unresolved. These are
unfamiliar headlines for Wisła, envied in recent times for the

financial backing they have enjoyed from their majority
shareholder, the communications company Tele-fonika. But
the trend is unmistakably oneway: Wisła are cutting costs.
And fast.

The current squad is an undesirable cocktail of unproven
juniors, sub-standard imports and overpaid, underperforming
senior players. The side’s most talented player, the Israeli
Maor Melikson, has departed for Valenciennes in France.
Another top earner, Łukasz Garguła, has been forced to
accept a pay cut after fans protested against his performance
levels. Other senior figures, Arkadiusz Głowacki, Dutchman
Kew Jaliens and Estonian goalkeeper Sergei Pareiko are
either absent through injury or dropped due to poor
performance.

There’s a clear symmetry to Wisła’s onfield struggles. The
last time they found themselves this low in the Ekstraklasa
standings was in November 1997. At that time, Boguslaw
Cupial, owner of Telefonika and a lifelong fan of Wisła, was
in negotiations to take ownership of the club. At that stage,
the club were struggling to prosper under the austere realities
of 1990s Polish football. Cupial was originally approached as
a potential sponsor, but when seeing how modest the club’s
budget was, he decided to buy the club outright.

Tele-fonika’s subsequent investment has brought about the

Wisła Kraków

Nightmare on
Ulica Reymonta

Times are currently very tough at Wisła
Kraków - stuck in the bottom half, and
with huge financial worries.
#Ekstraklasa Magazine regular Marcus

Haydon talks us through the troubles facing the Biała Gwiazda.
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most successful period in the club’s history. Eight titles and
two Polish cups triumphs have followed in the preceding 15
years; one of the most impressive periods of dominance in
the league’s history.

It is easy now, as things begin to unravel, to comment on
how unsustainable Wisła’s success was. Their titles were
built on Tele-fonika’s cash, paying transfer fees and salaries
to the best Polish and foreign talent that the club was able to
attract. However, as could also be evidenced by the supports
of English sides like Manchester City and Chelsea, few
supporters grumble about reliance on external finance when
times are good.

Problems have emerged in the last year, now that Cupial has
decided he’d quite like some - if not all – of his money back.
His investment in the club has been in the form of loans from
Tele-fonika. At their peak, it
was reported that the club
owed in excess of 80million
zl (about €20million).
That’s reported to have
been halved in past couple
of seasons through player
sales and UEFA prize
money, but the figure still
remains significant. The
club’s vice-president,
Jacek Bednarz, was
appointed last March under
the specific brief to cut
outgoings.

The issue is that the tap is
being turned off faster than
Bednarz can stem
expenditure. Salaries have
been paid late, something
that has not escaped the attention of the players. “A club
which does not pay on time cannot fight for top honours,”
pointed out the veteran Pareiko, who would be wise to be a
little less candid given his woeful performances this
campaign.

Former coach Robert Maaskant has revealed that he is still
owed a substantial amount of the pay-off due from his
sacking in November 2011. “I am very disappointed that
some people from Wisła have not kept their word,” the
Dutchman said in a recent interview. “I talked to a few
players and they also say that they did not get their money.
Wisła have a problem with paying. But their word is their
word.”

The problems have served to further highlight the club’s
disregard for youth development. Even at the height of their
success, the club was maligned for the meagre resources it
allocated to producing their own players. It’s well known that
the club has just a single training pitch for its youth ranks to
use and it has become increasingly rare to see Poles in the
starting line-up, with the club instead relying on a raft of
imported players.

“The White Star has been vulnerable for years,” says Marek
Konieczny, a former Wisła player and coach. “There is no
longer the ability to bring the best Polish players, as there
used to be. Does this mean that bringing another player from
the Balkans and other parts of the world? Sometimes you
can, but it also does not solve the issue. The current crisis
should give much food for thought.”

The club’s ambivalence towards player development appears
to be driven from the top. In a recent interview given by
Wisła’s former sporting director Stan Valckx, he admitted that
a strategy for investment was drawn up, only to be scrapped
by Cupial. “Everything was ready,” he claimed. “However, we
lacked the money. If in the future you are to benefit, you
have to invest. And in the cost-cutting we had to cancel
those plans. In a sense, the club took a step back.”

The club’s problems are
multi-faceted and deep-
rooted. If, as the recent
trend suggests, Cupial
wants to continue to
extract money then the
club’s supporters look set
to endure a painful
transition. When Wisła’s
performance levels have
dipped in the past, it has
been the owner who has
provided the resources for
renewal. If that is no longer
going to be the case then
the club will simply have to
adapt to a new, more
austere existence. If they
are to avoid that diagnosis
then they’ll have to hope
that a new benefactor can

be found who is prepared to pay off the debts due to Cupial
and provide the necessary investment.

If Wisła’s supporters were in denial last summer regarding
the club’s decline, then the cold, harsh reality is surely
starting to hit home.

Wisła Kraków
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Ekstraklasa Preview

1st. Legia Warszawa
Transfers:
Bar the exit of 20 yearold midfielder Rafał Wolski, Legia
have managed to avoid a major exodus, despite their poor
finances. In fact, with Wolski out injured for the autumn round,
Legia have managed to not only hold on to all of the side
which powered to the top of the Ekstraklasa, but also
strengthen their squad - and they have done so very well.

In two of the most controversial transfers of the winter, both
striker Bartosz Bereszyński and defender Tomasz Brzyski joined Jan Urban's title fighting side, annoying fans at their former
clubs. Whilst Brzyski's move adds extra competition to both the fullback and midfield spots, Bereszyński will be able to
develop alongside two of the league's most experienced strikers, Marek Saganowski and Danijel Ljuboja. The late arrival of
Polish international Tomasz Jodłowiec has strengthened the backline  arguably Legia’s weakest area, too. But the biggest
arrival is that of another Polonia star, Georgian striker Vladimir Dvalishvilil. With his move, and that of Marcin Wailewski just
around the corner, many have claimed that the title belongs to Legia already!

Player to Watch:
Who wouldn't you want to watch at Legia? Whilst Ljuboja may be slowing up, his touch
and skills are exquisite, and alongside the returning Saganowski the duo are a pleasure to
watch. But two players to keep an eye on are upandcoming midfield pair Daniel Łukasik
and Dominik Furman.

Both 21 yearold Łukasik and 20 yearold Furman have both impressed in the Autumn,
and deservedly found their way into the Ekstraklasa-only Poland squads against
Macedonia and Romania. Łukasik even made his full debut for the full team in the recent
friendly with Ireland.

Although competition is stiff in the Legia midfield, the pair definitely have the required
ingredients to be instrumental in helping Legia to their ninth title.

How they'll do:
If they aren't champions by the time June 2nd arrives, then something has gone seriously wrong. By far the best squad on
paper, and during the first half of the season they delivered. Dvalishvili’s arrival, and the return of Saganowski, add an extra
dimension to Legia’s attack that was missing as they suffered a poor spell at the end of Autumn. It is also that extra bite
which could eventually make the difference between the Europa League and the Holy Grail, the Champions League group
stages.

A slip-up in the league now, with big rivals Lech and Polonia lurking, would be a catastrophe.
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2nd. Lech Poznań
Transfers:
Seemingly linked with every player under the sun including
Szymon Pawłowski, Aleksander Kwiek and Henryk Ojaama,
Lech seemingly struggled to strengthen - until recently only
really bringing in Djurgardens' Finnish midfielder Kasper
Hämäläinen. However the recent capture of Polonia
Warszawa striker Łukasz Teodorczyk has certainly brought a
smile to many Kolejorz fans’ faces.

The exit door at Ulica Bułgarska has also seen limited
movement, with Bartosz Bereszyński's move to Warsaw being
the big deal. Midfielder Jakub Wilk was also allowed to leave
the club, terminating his contract in January in the hope of a
move to Lechia Gdańsk.

Player to Watch:
Unlike previous seasons there isn't one player, in the mould of

Robert Lewandowski or Artjoms Rudnevs, who stands out as being the most important player for Lech. However
they are starting to gel as a unit - one rippled with youth throughout. But whilst Karol Linetty, Szymon Drewniak,
Tomas Kędziora and Patryk Wolski are all impressing, it is more senior
players in the squad who are leading the line.

Bartosz Ślusarski isn't the most prolific striker in the league, but he is
currently third on the list of Ekstraklasa top scorers for the season. Whilst
he may spurn many chances, he has also tucked away eight - all of which
have been instrumental in Lech's charge to second place. If he can start to
convert a higher percentage of his chances, Ślusarski could have a chance
to lead Lech to the title; and with the recent acquisition of Teodorczyk, they
could form an impressive partnership.

How they'll do:
Although Bereszyński jumped ship, Lech haven't been particularly
weakened during the winter. But their unsettled defence is prone to leaking,
and this could prove to be their downfall.

Whether they are strong enough to take Legia down to the wire is difficult to
say, but Teodorczyk’s arrival in Poznań will have certainly closed the gap.
They should be aiming for the first Europa League spot as a minimum, but
deep down they will feel that the title could be theirs.
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3rd. Polonia
Warszawa

Transfers:
One word; disastrous. With a
huge proportion of their
squadwaiting for wages
promised to them months
ago, Polonia were
threatened with the loss of
eight-or-nine players before
February even arrived.
Whilst Marcin Baszczyński
and Tomasz Brzyski left the club in January willing to forfeit any
money owed, it was a missed payment at the beginning of
February which saw the mass exodus from Polonia's Turkish
training camp.

Vladimir Dvalishvili, Dorde Čotra, Łukasz Piątek and Adam
Kokoszka packed and returned to Warsaw, whilst Aleksander
Todorovski never made it to the camp after international duty.
First choice keeper Sebastian Przyrowski was also allowed to
look for a new club, whilst Edgar Çani was finally shipped off to
Italian side Catania.

However it is the loss of both Dvalishvili and his striker partner
Łukasz Teodorcyzk, to title rivals Legia and Lech no less,
which will really dent Polonia’s ambitions.

Player to Watch:
Although his form started to fade towards the end of the season, Polonia will be forced to look towards their
impressive young midfielder Paweł Wszołek o help keep the club alive. But without the bulk of squad which climbed
to third around him, there will be a lot of pressure on the 20 year-old.

With five goals and five assists for Wszołek in Autumn, he is the strongest player remaining at Konwiktorska.Whilst
it is looking increasingly unlikely that Wszołek will remain in Warsaw past the summer, if Polonia harbour any
ambitions to maintain their league position, he will be key.

How they'll do:
With the loss of so many key players it will be interesting to
see how it will affect the dynamic of Polonia's team; but if
anyone has already proved that it can be done this season, it
is Polonia and their boss Piotr Stokowiec. If some of their
signings and youth can prove to be up to the task of replacing
the likes of Brzyski, Baszczyński, Teodorczyk and Dvalishvili,
there is no reason they can't be challenging for a European
spot come the end of the season. However with the sheer
scale of the exodus, for now this seems unlikely.
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4th. Górnik
Zabrze

Transfers:
The transfer activity hasn't looked promising for Górnik after a great first half of
the season, but when has it ever? The exit door at ulica Roosevelta has not
been as busy as in previous years, but the loss of teenage prodigy Arkadiusz
Milik will rank among the biggest outgoing transfers in recent history. However
with Prejuce Nakoulma's appearances in the African Cup of Nations limited, his
lack of time in the "shop window" is a positive for Górnik.

Like the outgoing transfers at Górnik, the incoming ones have also not been
the most impressive. The signing of Mateusz Słodowy from Viktoria Zizkov
looks to be a future replacement for Michał Bemben, whilst the return of striker
Tomasz Zahorski looks to be more out of desperation than need. Whilst Sergei
Mosnikov, previously of Pogoń Szczecin, earned a contract following a trial, it

is another player returning for a second spell at Górnik who looks to be their most
promising signing. After disappointing spells at ŁKS Łódź, Polonia Warszawa and
Pogoń Szczecin, Grzegorz Bonin's return may be looked upon as a backwards step by
a team who can potentially battle for a European spot. But if anyone can get Bonin back
to the form of his previous spell in Zabrze, Adam Nawałka is the man.

Player to Watch:
Whilst it looks as though Górnik will have
the bonus of Prejuce Nakoulma staying in
Zabrze for the Spring at least, midfielder
Aleksander Kwiek will possibly be the main

main during Spring. Whilst Milik and Nakoulma gained most of the plaudits, the
former Wisła and Odra Wodzisław midfielder pulled all of the strings, and was
integral to Górnik's success and eventual fourth-placed autumn finish.

With a contract expiring in the summer and a new deal yet to be signed, Kwiek
will be keen to show the Górnik board that he deserves a wage rise despite
the club's poor finances. If that fails to materialise, he'll be aiming to put on a
good show to keep clubs such as Lech Poznań interested for when his deal
finally ends.

How they'll do:
Whilst only a few points away from top spot, the chances of Górnik challenging
for the Ekstraklasa title are likely to be slim. With the loss of top scorer Milik,
and no real experienced replacement, Adam Nawałka will have to look
towards the likes of Zahorski and Mateus Zachara to score the goals which
will keep their European challenge alive.

One major positive for the Trójkolorowi is that their defence has remained
untouched during the winter. Having only conceded eleven goals in their
fifteen games, the Górnik back line is the best in the league; and should they
find an adequate replacement for Milik, there is no reason why Europa
League football cannot come to Zabrze next season.
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5th. Śląsk Wrocław
Transfers:
Transfers? It seems that no-one in the Lower Silesian capital really knows what
they are...

Whilst a couple of young loanees have returned from stints in
the Pierwsza Liga, boss Stanislav Levy has not made a single
incoming move as of yet.

Whilst for a long time the outgoing list was even shorter than the
incoming one, a late move from Legia for centre-back Tomasz
Jodłowiec remains the only red blot on Slsk’s list  but it is quite
a big red blot..

Player to Watch:
If a move does fail to happen during the final days of the window, 30 yearold Sebastian Mila will be key to any Śląsk
success this season. With nine assists this term, Mila is by far the league's best goal creator, whilst four goals have made
him the club's top scorer for the round too.

Whilst his midfield teammates Waldemar Sobota and Przemysław Kaźmierczak have been the ones called into the
national side, it is a wonder how Mila has been overlooked.

How they'll do:
The 2011/12 Champions didn't get off to the
best of starts in August, but finished off the
year with excellent wins against both Lech
and Legia - going into the break as the
Ekstraklasa's form side.

With 24 goals shared around the whole side,
Śląsk sit behind the two Capital clubs as the
third highest scorers. But having conceded
20, there are only five sides with leakier back
lines. Coach Levy will no doubt be hoping to
solve the defensive problems without his
best defender, whilst trying to get his strikers
scoring more regularly. The Czech boss'
success or failure in these two areas could
be the difference between a European spot
and mid-table obscurity.
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6th. Lechia Gdańsk
Transfers:
Whilst there has been a few in's-and-out's from the PGE
Arena, one transfer stands out far further than the others
- Abdou Razack Traoré's move to Turkish side
Gaziantepspor. By far the strongest performer for the
BiałoZielone in Autumn, nine goals in thirteen games
made him the league's second top scorer.

The acquisition of GKS Bełchatów striker Paweł Buzała
will no doubt go some way to replacing the Burkinabe
international, but to say that he will be able to
completely replace him is a long way from the truth.
Whilst the total number of incoming players has been
higher than the number leaving, there is no doubt that
Lechia have been weakened during winter break.

Player to Watch:
Now that their top scorer has gone, Bogusław Kaczmarek will be relying on Brazilian striker Ricardinho to grab their
goals. Since his summer transfer from Pierwsza Liga side Wisła Płock, the 23 yearold has netted five times in
fourteen games  three more than Lechia's second highest scorer Piotr Wiśniewski.

With the other four strikers netting just twice between them, Ricardinho's strikes have now established him as the
club's main striker; and with Traoré not there to carry the team, Ricardinho is one of the players which Lechia fans
hope can step up to fill the void.

How they will do:
It will be a big ask of Lechia to maintain their
league position after the disappointing loss of their
star player, but the club have strengthened as well
as they possibly could have. Without the focus on
Traoré, the rest of the team all have a chance to
grab the limelight.
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7th. Piast Gliwice
Transfers:
After impressing a number of people during

Autumn, coach Marcin Brosz has decided to limit the number of changes in
and out of the Stadion Piast. With his pre-season briefing to "survive
relegation" surely achieved now, Brosz can begin to look towards
strengthening for a second season in the Ekstraklasa.

Whilst not a single player has left Gliwice, Brosz has looked towards the
lower leagues to strengthen his side. Ghanaian defender Frank Adu Kwame
joined from LZS Piotrówka, whilst Sandecja Nowy Sacz's three-goal
midfielder Bartosz Szeliga has also headed to Górnyśląsk.

Player to Watch:
Choose one from three; midfielder Tomasz Podgórski, and attackers
Wojciech Kędziora and Ruben Jurado. All three continued from their excellent
Pierwsza Liga win last season, going on to hit five goals each and combining
for a total of seven assists.

If they can get him fit, onloan Kaiserslautern striker Jakub Świerczok is also
capable of hitting the back of
the net. 13 goals in half-a-year
in the Pierwsza Liga last season
earned him a move to Germany,
but on his return to Poland he played one league game before suffering an
ankle ligament injury.

How they'll do:
Whilst Piast have strengthened the side which surprised a number of
people in Autumn, their signings haven't been major. Kwame is a complete
unknown, and whilst Szeliga has been fairly impressive in the second tier,
it remains to be seen whether he can handle the step up.

Although they won't end up challenging for a European spot, they are also
unlikely to be dragged into a relegation battle. Where they finish will
depend on the form and fitness of their three autumn stars; Podgórski,
Jurado and Kędziora. If all three can add to their five goals, a top half finish
can be expected.
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8th. Pogoń
Szczecin

Transfers:
Another club to dispose of their "deadwood"
during the winter, Pogoń released
Grzegorz Bonin and Sergei Mošnikov, who
both went to Górnik, whilst Łukasz
Zwoliński and Mateusz Szałek boths
dropped to the lower leagues.

In the other direction, The Portowcy
captured the signature of former Górnik
and Legia midfielder Tomasz Chałas from
Pierwsza Liga challengers Zawisza
Bydgoszcz; whilst former LOSC Lille youth product
Julien Tadrowski signed from Arka Gdynia.

Player to Watch:
Whilst striker Adam Frączczak has netted three in Autumn, and Donald Djousse has
also created a goal threat in his limited playing time, it is the midfield which has
played the biggest part for Pogoń.

Since arriving in Zachodniopomorskie from Latvia during the summer, Japanese
middle-man Takafumi Akahoshi has impressed critics with his performances for the
Granatowo-Bordowe. As part of a midfield three consisting of Andradina and
Maksymilian Rogalski, "Aka" has chipped in with a goal and three assists, helping them to sneak into the top half ahead
of winter.

How they'll do:
Since they shocked Zagłębie on the opening day, Pogoń have been a typically midtable team. Whilst heavy defeats
against both Śląsk and Legia were probably unsurprising, good results against Górnik, Wisła and Widzew were in
complete contrast.

Like fellow promoted side Piast, they aren't going to make waves in Spring, and are destined to remain in the middle
section of the Ekstraklasa. Their final position is likely to be determined by either the improvement or decline of the sides
around them.
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9th. Widzew Łódź
Transfers:
Neither incoming or outgoing deals in Łódź have been Earth
shattering, but the positive is that they have not weakened. In fact,
with the promisinglooking signing of Warta Poznań's young striker
Bartłomiej Pawłowski, Widzew actually may have slightly
strengthened.

Whilst Radosław Mroczkowski has also brought in defender Michał Płotka from Warta, and striker Michał Jonczyk
from Górnik, moves away from the club have been minor. Strikers Alexander Lebedev and Adrian Pietrowski
have played just three games, whilst defender Adam Banasiak have participated in five, meaning that their
moves away will hardly make a dent in Widzew's team.

Player to Watch:
Whilst Mariusz Stępiński is regarded as one of the hottest properties in Polish
football at the moment, it is one of Widzew's defenders who has shown his
importance for the club.

Now in his seventh season in Łódź, Łukasz Bróz has been an everpresent
during the Autumn Round. In his fifteen games, the 27 year-old has not only
helped keep four clean sheets, but has also chipped in with four goals - making
him the club's top scorer. His performances earned him a call-up into the
Ekstraklasa-only Poland squad to face Macedonia and Romania, and also the full
squad to face Ireland after Łukasz Piszczek was ruled out through injury.

How they'll do:
After getting off to a fantastic start to the season with wins against Ruch and Śląsk, Widzew soon tailed off. With
Śląsk not the same side which started the season, and Ruch desperate to move away from the bottom,
repeating their start to the season could be extremely
difficult.

Whilst they are capable of creating a surprise, it looks
as though Widzew may have to settle for a lower half
finish. If there are no changes in fortunes, they may
have to be very thankful for their impressive start -
that could be what has saved them from a relegation
battle.
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10th. Jagiellonia Białystok
Transfers:
Although a number of players have left Białystok during winter, boss Tomasz Hajto has
managed to keep the majority of his squad together for Spring. The only real loss for Jaga is
midfielder Łukasz Tymiński, who made 12 appearances before his move to Ruch Chorzów.

Trying to strengthen their squad ahead of the Spring, Jagiellonia have mostly looked abroad. Defender Luboš Hanzel arrived
from Slovakian side Spartak Trnava, Korean midfielder Kim Min-Kyun joined from Japan, and Dani Quintana Sosa swapped
Spain's Costa Dorada with the Polish North-east.

Player to Watch:
Whilst Jagiellonia's attack is filled with talent
both young and old (23 year-old Tomasz
Kupisz and 38 year-old Tomasz Frankowski
playing big roles), it is 21 year-old Nika
Dzalamidze who is attracting the most
attention in Białystok.

With four goals, the young midfielder leads
the way in the Jaga scoring charts; and
combined with his two assists he has quickly
become one of the hottest talents in the
Ekstraklasa. Starting in all but two of
Jagiellonia's fifteen games, the Georgian
international has not only established himself
comfortably in Hajto's side, but become one
of their key performers.

How they'll do:
With two-thirds of their league games ending
in a tie, bookmakers would have likely made
a fortune on Jagiellonia this season. Their
nineteen points leave them comfortably clear
of the bottom spots, but any more than a
mid-table finish looks to be a pipe dream.

If the Yellow-Reds wish to progress any
further than the tenth position which they
currently sit in, they have to do one thing -
learn to win. Whilst their excellent home form
was a staple during their 2011/12 season,
they have managed just eight points in their
own ground this term. If it wasn't for the poor
showing of the bottom two, Jaga could be
down there...Image: Bartłomiej Wójtowicz/Slasknet
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11th. Zagłębie Lubin
Transfers:
Although Zagłębie are actually one
of the clubs which has a little

money to fall back on, transfers in and out of Lubin have been minor.
Whilst they decided to shore up their midfield with the acquisition of
Warta Poznań's 23 yearold Wojciech Trochim, that is as far as Pavel
Hapal has gone to strengthen.

Whilst Szymon Pawłowski has been linked with numerous foreign clubs,
the Western transfer window passed without any incident, but with the
Polish window extending until the end of February, Lech Poznań have
continued to show interest.

Whilst Pawłowski's move abroad failed to materialise, the four who have
left Zagłębie have moved outside of Poland. Ivan Hodúr and Sergio Reina have moved back to their home countries, whilst
Slovakian Roman Sloboda has headed to Czech side Mlada Boleslav. Lithuanian Darvydas Šernas is the biggest name to
head out, moving on loan to Gaziantepspor in Turkey.

Player to Watch:
With his excellent performances in Autumn, the value of midfielder Szymon Pawłowski has increased massively. Missing just
26 minutes of Zagłębie's season so far, the  26 yearold has netted six times, whilst assisting a further five goals.

Whilst a move to Lech may still be on the cards before the window closes, it's likely that Pawłowski will stay in Lubin until
summer  and that is excellent for Zagłębie. If they wish to climb the table in the second half of the season, the midfielder will
be integral.

How they'll do:
After a poor Autumn round in the 2011/12 season,
Hapal's side were the form team during Spring, picking
up 27 points from thirteen games. If Zagłębie earn the
same amount in Spring this season, it would give them
45 points - enough for a 6th-placed finish last term.

Hapal has built a side with potential to do well in the
Ekstraklasa, and wins at Górnik, Polonia and Śląsk
have helped to send Zagłębie into Winter in great form.
There is no doubt that they have the ability to climb the
Ekstraklasa table in the next four months.
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Ekstraklasa Preview

12th. Wisła
Kraków

Transfers:
Disappointing. In a bid to cut costs, Honduran striker Romell Quioto had his loan
spell cut short to little surprise, whilst Danish defender Jan Frederiksen's contract
was terminated after just halfayear. But the biggest move involving Wisła saw
Israeli international midfielder Maor Melikson head to France.

In the opposite direction, Wisła boss Tomasz Kulawik has had to be extremely
thrifty on limited funds - and his business during winter has been - for want of a
better word - uninspiring. The only major incoming transfer to Ulica Reymonta is
the arrival of 35 year-old midfielder Kamil Kosowski - returning to the club for a
third spell.

Player to Watch:
With Melikson gone, 31 yearold midfielder Łukasz Garguła has taken up his role as the Biała Gwiazda's key player. With
four goals in autumn, Garguła has outscored all of Wisła's strikers, and currently leads their goal scoring charts.

With Wisła's finances a mess, talk was that Garguła would be on his way out of the club. But with the sale of his midfield
partner bringing in a large amount, his future at the club is now in no doubt - even if he has taken a 30% pay cut.

How they'll do:
Surely Spring can't be any worse than Autumn... Or can it?

Even with their underperformance under Michał Probierz, and failure to really get into gear with Tomasz Kulawik, they
should be far enough clear of the bottom two to avoid a late panic. But still, this has been a very poor season for Wisła.

With their star gone, and a
replacement - let alone any
strengthening - a financial
improbability, progression will
be difficult for the Biała
Gwiazda. But even if they do
somehow manage to improve
things, there's no getting away
from the fact that it will still
likely be the club's worst
season in recent years.
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Ekstraklasa Preview

13th. Korona Kielce
Transfers:
Five in, seven out;

Nothing majorly spectacular in either column. Former
Arka and Jagiellonia midfielder Paweł Zawistowski's
signing from Zawisza Bydgoszcz being the biggest
name to come in through the Arena Kielc doors.
Elsewhere, Serbian brothers Ivan and Vanja Marković
look to be ones for the future, whilst defender Kamil
Sylwestrzak has been an ever-present for Druga Liga
side Chojniczanka Chojnice.

Without a goal this season, striker Michał Zieliński has
headed to Pierwsza Liga challengers Cracovia, and
midfielder Grzegorz Lech has gone to the other end of the second tier table, returning to his first club Stomil Olsztyn.
Former Steaua Bucuresti and Otelul Galati midfielder János Székely has also left the club, after eight games and one goal.

Player to Watch:
Missing the first four games of the season through injury, striker Maciej Korzym returned to hit four goals in eleven games
as Korona struggled into thirteenth position.

With Michał Żewłakow the only other Scyzory striker to hit the net (a lone strike against Podbeskidzie), the tenacious 24
year-old will lead the Korona line as they attempt to pull themselves up the table.

How they'll do:
With a poor start hindering their Autumn,
Korona's target for Spring will be a mid-
table finish. Leszek Ojrzyński's side
was known for it's tenacity as they
finished in fifth position during 2011/12,
but whilst five red cards have shown
they have maintained their battling
style, the same results have eluded
them this season.

Without a creative player to play in the
middle of the park, Korona may find it
difficult to significantly add to their
miserly 12 goals. Ultimately, this could
be the difference between a
comfortable mid-table finish and a
relegation dogfight.



Ekstraklasa Preview

14th. Ruch Chorzów
Transfers:
If Lechia's reliance on Traoré was
bad, then Ruch's reliance on
Arkadiusz Piech is catastrophic.
Without his goals and assists, Ruch
would be eight points worse off this
season, and actually sitting bottom
of the table.

But besides Piech, Ruch's transfer
activity has been slightly positive. The arrivals of Łukasz Tymiński and
Marcin Baszczyński have gone someway to shoring up the back line
and the midfield, Although they could really do with bringing in a striker
before the end of February.

Player to Watch:
With autumn a complete failure in Chorzów, it's difficult to pinpoint an individual who stands out - especially with Piech now in
Turkey. But with Ruch needing victories to move away from the drop zone, their attackers will be the ones coveted in glory
should their fortunes change.

23 year-old striker Maciej Jankowski has spent the first-half of the season overshadowed by his fellow striker, but with a spot
available to claim for his own, the one-time Polish international will want to up his game.

With just two goals this term, it will be a big step for Jankowski to make, and should
things go wrong, Grzegorz Kuświk will be waiting in the wings.

How they'll do:
Oh how things can change in just a few months. Struggling into a disappointing
fourteenth place, last season's Vice-Championship in Upper Silesia seems so far
away. Since Waldemar Fornalik took the National Team job, the Niebiescy have not
looked strong at all. Even the experienced head of Jacek Zieliński at the helm has
done little to change fortunes at Ul. Cicha.

Now with talisman Arek Piech in Turkey, it's difficult to see where Ruch's goals will
come from. With Jankowski not yet attaining the same levels as last season, and
goals from other areas drying up, they run the risk of one of the bottom two closing the
gap. But with nine points separating them from the drop, surely even the third-worst
attack in the league can manage to pull themselves to safety. Surely...
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15th. Podbeskidzie
BielskoBiała

Transfers:
With the number of players leaving BielskoBiała into double figures, and the number coming in
slowly catching up, desperation is beginning to ring around Podbeskidzie. First team regulars
including Sebastian Ziajka, Liran Cohen, Krzysztof Król and Mariusz Sacha have all found
themselves leaving the Highlanders, whilst Ireneusz Jeleń's illfated return to Silesia was
originally cut short, his lack of offers has led to him making a u-turn on his decision.

The Górale may have brought players in, but whether they are up to the challenge remains to
be seen. Luka Gusić and Krzysztof Baran arrived from Jagiellonia, whilst Błażej Telichowski
and Anton Sloboda joined from Górnik and Viktoria Žižkov respectively.

Player to Watch:
Another former Žižkov player, striker Robert Demjan, is the one man who clubs should keep an
eye on in Spring. With four goals and three assists so far, Podbeskidzie will rely on the
Slovakian in their battle against the drop.

But whilst he is the most impressive player currently plying his trade in BielskoBiała, Demjan
alone doesn't have what it takes to save the club - he'll need a few more players to step up to
his level.

How they'll do:
Two seasons in the top flight looks to be enough for
Podbeskidzie; the dreaded drop is looming for
Marcin Sasal's men, and it seems that nothing they
can do will be enough. If they do harbour any hopes
of survival, they will need a Spring in complete
contrast to their Autumn - something that looks
extremely unlikely.

Nine points from survival - three more than they
picked up in the first half - looks to be far too much
for Podbeskidzie. But with troubles at Polonia, and
both Flota Świnoujście and Nieciecza occupying top
spots in the Pierwsza Liga, their best chance of
survival could lie in their failure to receive a license.
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16th. GKS Bełchatów
Transfers:
Uninspiring to say the least. Having been
demoted to the Młoda Ekstraklasa team
during the season, 35 year-old Kamil
Kosowski's move from the club was hardly surprising; whilst the exit of Paweł
Buzała, Adam Stachowiak, Tomasz Wróbel and Miroslav Božok will have
significantly weakened GKS.

But needing a minor miracle to avoid relegation, GKS have done themselves
few favours in the transfer market. A raid of Pierwsza Liga side Warta
Poznań saw them sign both defender Rafał Kosznik and midfielder Łukasz
Grzeszczyk, but that is about as far as the bottom club have gone.

Player to Watch:
Less of "Where to start", and more of "Where to look"!

With the number of players leaving Bełchatów well into double figures, only
the skeleton of a squad remains - and it isn't exactly the strongest set of

bones either.

Former KS Polkowice midfielder Kamil Wacławczyk is one of the players remaining at the Stadion GKS, and the most likely
to shine in Spring. The 25 yearold has appeared in all fifteen of Bełchatów's Ekstraklasa games, both scoring and assisting
two.

How they'll do:
Relegated. They didn't look strong enough to survive during
Autumn, and with the loss of their best players, it is extremely
difficult to make a case for them to even move from the
bottom spot during Spring. With little money to strengthen,
you really have to wonder Kamil Kiereś' motivation for
returning to the club's hot seat.

Threatened with bankruptcy before the season, and almost
certain not to see their sponsorship deal renewed during the
summer, there is an air of cost-cutting and preparing for life
in the second tier. With their highest earners - and players
most likely to help them survive - turfed out, you have to
wonder when, and indeed if, they'll be back...
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As for your age, you seem to be very
brave on the pitch. Where did you
gain such a positive
aggressiveness? Is it from your
team mates like Radović or Ljuboja,
who are know for such  attitude on
the pitch?

You can learn from everyone around
you. No matter, if it is a goalkeeper,
midfielder or defender, you can learn
some elements of the football art. Of
course, Radović and Ljuboja are
leading players in my team. But as I
said, I try to learn from everyone.
However I think that my – “on the pitch
attitude” was mostly created by the
Legia Youth Academy. It took me
seven years in Legia junior teams to
get to the first squad. My coaches in
Legia Academy made me aggressive
on the pitch, but with the positives
aspects of it. To be aggressive on the
pitch doesn’t mean to be rude or brutal.

Are any of the opponents able to make angry on the
pitch?

Well, not really. I remember, when years ago in junior team I
got my only red card so far. It’s not easy to make my loose
my temper.

Sometimes you have to compete against players much
stronger than you, players witch you probably used to
watch on television not so far ago. Do they use any sort
of dirty tricks for the younger guy like you?

No, I didn’t notice any provocations. Nevertheless I have to
be ready at every moment for those to come. I will all depend
on the particular situation. Obviously, it is more difficult to
make me angry, when let’s say we are winning by few

goals… To sum it up, I just know the boarders and I am not
afraid of any kind of provocations.

What about your debut in Legia’s first team. How do you
recall it? Did you have any special preparations?

My first game was in Europa League. It was only three
minutes against Metalurgs Lipawa. I remember being slightly
angry at my coach, for giving me only three minutes. I wasn’t
stressed or scared. I simply felt ready for it!

Which element of football aspects you plan to work on
now? You seem to need some more of physical strength.

First of all, I would like to have more assists. So far I only
have one assist on my account. As a midfield player I have
to be providing more of direct forward passes to the strikers.
I will spend sometime working on it. The second aspect are

Dominik Furman

Dominik Furman stormed his way into the Legia
squad, which earned him national team call-ups.
He is one of the biggest prospects in Polish football.
The young midfielder talks to “Super Express” and

“Gwizdek24.pl” journalist Michał
Dzida in an exclusive interview for
#Ekstraklasa Magazine.

 “I Didn’t watch
Polish football

as a kid”
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Dominik Furman

set pieces. Regarding physical aspects, you can’t overcome
some things. I cant grow to me a strongman in days. It will
come with time.

How does the set pieces training look like?

We are picked by the second coach Kibu, then we are divided
into two groups, first those who use left foot and the second,
those who strike with right foot. Then we just shoot.
Sometimes we have a laugh, that we shouldn’t train too
much. It depends on a player, but sometimes after long set
pieces training sessions it just doesn’t work in the matches.
Simply saying: too much, no good. At certain level it’s better
to let it off for while, then it will come up in the match.

You are making huge improvements
as a player, but your contract with
Legia is a junior one. How do you
see your future?

Foremost, I have to win the title with
Legia his season. Seven years it’s far
to long for a club like Legia to go
without a league title. Once we get it,
then I will consider my future. I don’t
even know what will happen tomorrow.
Life is sometimes a huge roller-coaster.
We will see, what the future will bring.

Which are your favourite leagues in
Europe?

It has to be English and Spanish
league. If I was to choose for me,
Spain would be a better destination.

Who do you support then: Real or
Barcelona?

I am a Madridista in my heart! I support Real Madrid.

How about Polish football. You come from central part of
Poland. Were you a Legia fan as a kid?

I have to admit, that I didn’t watch Polish football as a kid.
Mostly because of the fact, that the broadcasts were not
available in public television channels. I used to concentrate
on Champions League, which was available to watch.
Obviously, when I joined Legia I have quickly become a fan
of this team.

How did your football journey start?

I remember having first contacts with football at the age of
five. The first training sessions were at seven. From then on,
I trained regularly. However I had a year break. I was due to
organizational problems at my local club. I spent that year
playing football with my mates every time we got a chance.
At the age of eleven my age group developed a strong team,
which I was a member of.

When did you realize, that football can be way of life for
you?

It was when I joined Legia. I remember, that in the Legia
Academy - when we first met, we used you joke that in ten

years we will all be at the biggest clubs in Europe. Now, there
is only few of us who made it to Ekstraklasa. I am glad I
made it. For those seven years at Legia I used to promise
myself, that I can’t let myself or my parents down at any point.

Talking former academy mates, what is the main factor
for success? Because as you said, there is only a few of
you who made it to Ekstraklasa.

It’s all in your head. For example, when you are fifteen and
have a good run of performances, you may start to think -
how good you are. It is too early. You need to make a steady
progress. You can’t think of yourself as a star, because of the
fact, that you are called up for a U-16 national team. I wasn’t

picked up by most of the national youth
teams, but it didn’t bother me. I knew
that the most important time will come in
senior football. I didn’t have a problem
with that. I knew, that I am in the best
club in Poland, feeling good and training
hard.

These days, you and Daniel Łukasik
are the biggest Legia talents. Which
other players from the Legia
Academy we shall to expect to shine
on the pitch soon?

Przemysław Mizgała is the one to watch
for! We used to live together. I think that,
he has got amazing technique and
passing skills. Watch out for Mizgała!

Interview by Michał Dzida
(@michaldzida).
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In a little over a months' time
Polonia and Legia Warszawa will
meet in the next instalment of the
Warsaw derby at Polonia's stadium
Konwiktorska 6. In the last Warsaw
derby Polonia came away from
Legia's Pepsi Arena with a
creditable 1-1 draw. The match
however was more notable for the
actions of Legia fans who fought
with their own security guards and
caused 200,000 PLN damage,
including the burning of seats and
destruction of toilet doors. This
incident has provoked a battle
between Legia ultras and their own
club, reducing the attendance
figures at the Pepsi Arena in what
has otherwise been an impressive
season for Legia. Tensions
between fans of the two clubs have
remained high since Polonia
returned to the top Polish league
after a 40 year absence in 1993.

Polonia and Legia are two of the oldest and most venerable Polish club sides. Polonia's beginnings go back to before the
First World War when Poland did not exist as a state, being divided between Russia, Prussia and Austria-Hungary. The first
stirrings of football in today's Poland came in the Austro-Hungarian Empire where gymnastic clubs took up association
football in the first years of the 20th Century. The first Polish football powerhouses emerged in the cities of Kraków and Lwów
(now L'viv, Ukraine). Football in the Russian partition of Poland, in which Warsaw was situated, took a while to catch up. By
the end of the first decade of the century Warsaw's schools started to organise football teams. As a result the first annual
inter-school football tournaments were held in the city in 1910 and 1911.

1911 saw the birth of Polonia Warszawa due to the unification of three Warsaw school teams Korona, Stella and Merkury,
although the club was not officially registered until 1915. Polonia quickly became the city's premier team in the early post
First World War period as Poland finally gained independence after 123 years of rule by foreign empires. Many Polonia
players went on to play for the Polish national team during this period, the most renowned of which was the winger-cum-full
back Władysław Szczepaniak who played 34 times for the Polish national side and over 700 games for Polonia itself.

Legia's origins go back to the First World War. Many Polish sportsmen found themselves fighting for Russian, German and
Austrian armies during the conflict. In Piłsudski's Polish legions (permitted by the Austrian government) soldiers came up with
the idea of forming a football side. It was named 'Legia' to hark back to the legions of the Roman empire. The team played
several games at this time but was disbanded in 1918 as soldiers left for home at the end of the war. In 1920 the army once
more decided to set up a football club but the 'Legia' moniker only returned in 1922. Legia's most renowned inter-war player
was Henryk Martyna, a defender who played 32 times for the Polish national team.

In the immediate post-war years Polonia were without doubt the strongest side in the capital of the newly-independent state.
Between 1921 and 1926 the Czarne Koszule finished top of the Warsaw provincial league and represented the city in the
national championships which at the time were organised in small round-robin groups. In 1921 and 1926 Polonia managed to

Warsaw Derby

With both teams battling at the top
of the Ekstraklasa table, and even a

couple of players making the cross-town switch, Spring’s Warsaw Derby is
geared up to be one of the biggest ever. Warsaw-based Christopher Lash
guides us through the history of the Derby Stolicy.

The Capital Derby
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finish as runners-up in these championships. In the first
competitive match between Legia and Polonia on 10 June
1921 the Black Shirts hammered the Wojskowi 8-0! Before
the founding of the Polish top league in 1927 Polonia came
out on top in seven games against Legia with the latter
achieving only two victories. However it must be noted that
Polonia-Legia was not the most keenly fought Warsaw
derby at the time. That honour goes to Polonia's games with
Warszawianka, the city's third top division side.
Warszawianka were Polonia's youth team and, after a series
of disagreements, they decided to set up their own club in
1921. This meant games between the two sides were often
tense affairs.

Things improved for Legia with the establishment of the
Polish top league in 1927. From this moment onwards Legia
consistently finished higher in the league standings than
Polonia, although neither of the two teams finished any
better than third. Legia's results against Polonia also picked
up. Indeed in four games between the sides from October
1930 to May 1932 Legia scored 22 goals to Polonia's
meagre six! The highlight of these results was an 8-1 Legia
win on 20 June 1932. Both clubs however suffered
problems during the 1930s with Polonia relegated twice and
Legia once. Legia's relegation in 1936 prompted the Polish
army to withdraw its support from the club and in the
autumn of 1938 the side ceased to exist. In the last season
before the onset of the Second World War Polonia finished
in 7th in the Polish league.

The combined Nazi-Soviet invasion in September 1939
brought an end to the Polish league system. Despite this
underground leagues took place in various Polish cities.
This was the case too in Warsaw and Polonia won several
city championships at this time. This meant they were in
good shape when the war came to an end. Indeed in the
first post-war championships (run once more on a round-
robin basis) Polonia were victorious, winning their first ever
Polish championship. Their success was powerfully
symbolic as Warsaw lay in ruins after the unsuccessful
uprising of 1944-5.

The immediate post-war era also saw the reactivation of an
Army Sports' club which from June 1945 once more bore the
name 'Legia.' Both Legia and Polonia were part of the
resurrected top Polish league in 1948. The two sides would

play against
each other
regularly until
1952. During
this period the
two clubs had a
relatively even
head-to-head
record with
Polonia's
attendances
being slightly
higher.

The rivalry between the clubs would however soon take a
long hiatus. The explanation for this can be found in the
reorganisation of Polish football after the imposition of

Communist rule in 1945. Poland's Communists decided to
use the system that existed in the Soviet Union, where each
team would have a state-body as a benefactor - and Legia
were much luckier in this regard.

Whilst Legia had the strong financial backing of the army,
Polonia were sponsored by the far poorer Polish railways.
The imbalance in resources caused Polonia to fall from the
Polish top league in 1952. It would be another 41 years
before they were able to make it back to this level. In one
last hurrah Polonia defeated Legia 1-0 in the 1952 Polish
cup final in front of 15,000 spectators at Legia's Polish Army
Stadium. The winning goal was scored by striker Zdzisław
Wesołowski.

For the next 40 years Polonia alternated between the Polish
second and third divisions whilst Legia became
unquestionably the largest football club in the Polish capital.
Legia went on to win the Polish league four times during the
Communist period and the Polish cup eight times. They also
regularly appeared in Europe, the height of their success
being reaching the European Cup semi-final in 1970 against
Feyenoord. On the way to the semis Legia defeated
Romania's UTA Arad, the French champions Saint-Étienne
and Galatasaray. Legia possessed special players too, the
most prominent was the mercurial Kazimierz Deyna who
performed so brilliantly for Poland in the World Cup finals in
1974 and 1978.

When Polonia finally made it back to the top level in 1993,
they were by far the smaller club, with an unimpressive fan
base and a dilapidated old stadium. The first game between
the two sides in 38 years took place in November 1993 at
Legia's Polish Army Stadium, the home side coming away
with a 2-1 victory. Polonia were once more relegated to the
second division in 1994 but made it back to the top flight in
1996. This time the Czarne Koszule had a wealthier backer
in owner Janusz Romanowski who had just pulled out of
financing Legia. As a result of Romanowski’s input, Polonia

Warsaw Derby
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Warsaw Derby

remained in the top Polish league for the next ten seasons
and were able to renew their rivalry with Legia.

Unfortunately Polonia-Legia games were affected by the rise
of hooliganism in Poland in the mid-1990s. The clearest
example of this was the Płonące derby (Burning derby) of 19
April 1997. 5,000 Legia fans descended on Polonia's
Konwiktorska stadium for the match, and during the second
half things quickly got out of hand. Legia fans fought pitched
battles with police called in to maintain order and Polonia's
club shop ended up being burnt down. Somewhat surprisingly
the Polish FA punished Polonia for what happened that day.
For the next three seasons away fans were banned from
Konwiktorska and the derby at Polonia was played behind
closed doors.

During this period Polonia achieved its first league victory over
Legia in fifty years, and what a victory it was! Polonia were
heading towards their first league title since 1946 when they
faced Legia at the Polish Army Stadium on 20 May 2000.
Second half goals from their Nigerian (and soon to be Polish)
striker Emmanuel Olisadebe, his strike partner Maciej
Bykowski and midfielder Tomasz Wieszczycki brought the
league championship to Konwiktorska. In future seasons
Legia went on to dominate matches between the two clubs. It
would take until May 2010 for Polonia to record another
victory over Legia. The Wojskowi's most convincing victory in
this period came on 27 March 2004 when they hammered

Polonia 7-2 with Marek Saganowski scoring a hat-trick (Legia
at one stage were winning 7-0).

Since 2010 Polonia have generally held the upper hand in the
Warsaw derby, indeed Legia have only one win in the last nine
encounters between the two clubs.

So how does the rivalry stand today? Both teams sit in great
positions in the Ekstraklasa as the spring round of games
prepares to get under way, but it is Legia however who have a
much greater chance of success than their city rivals. Not only
do they sit in first with a five point lead over third placed
Polonia but they have been able to strengthen their side
during the winter break. On the other hand Polonia are in dire
straits under the chaotic ownership of Ireneusz Krol.

Two of Legia's purchases have been left back-cum-winger
Tomasz Brzyski and Georgian striker Vladimir Dvalishvili, two
of a select group of players who have been transferred to the
club from Polonia. The pair’s transfers will add an extra frisson
of tension to the next derby at Konwiktorska at the end of
March, and the stage is set for a classic encounter.  Almost a
century after a ball was kicked between the two sides in anger,
a famous old rivalry is certainly going strong.

Chris can be found on Twitter (@rightbankwarsaw), and
at rightbankwarsaw.wordpress.com
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Whilst the Ekstraklasa
comes back in February,

the Pierwsza Liga has to wait until March to return. #Ekstraklasa
Magazine co-editor Ryan Hubbard tells us what to expect.

Pierwsza Liga Preview

Flota Świnoujście
Sitting five points ahead of the
chasing pack, surprise Pierwsza
Liga leaders Flota Świnoujście
will go into the spring well-
strengthened. Boss Dominik
Nowak has kept hold of the
majority of the squad which
went unbeaten in their first
twelve games – two-goal
midfielder Daniel Chyła's move

to Okocimski Brzesko being the only major exception.

But in an attempt to reach the promised land, Flota have
strengthened their squad – and strengthened well. Former
Lech Poznań and Odra Wodzisław defender Mateusz Szałek
was brought in after finding plazing time at Pogoń Szczecin
limited, whilst two strikers with experience of scoring goals in
the Pierwsza Liga, Arkadiusz Aleksander and Charles
Nwaogu, were brought in from Sandecja Nowy Sącz and
Arka Gdynia respectively.

Whilst their lead was something of a shock, the Islanders are
not ready to surrender their lead just yet. If Nwaogu can
return to the form which served him so well in his previous
spell in Świnoujście, and Aleksander can add to his tally of
seven, Flota could seriously be looking at Ekstraklasa
football next term.

Termalika Bruk-Bet
Nieciecza
Movement in and out of
Nieciecza has been
extremely limited this winter,
with just one deal completed
in either direction. Three-goal
striker Jan Pawłowski has
made his way north to
Grudziądz, whilst talented
youngster Jakub Wróbel has made the short journey back to
Żabno from Unia Tarnów to replace him.

With six players hitting more than a single goal in Autumn,
former Wisła Kraków boss Kazimierz Moskal doesn't need to
be too worried about where his side's goals will come from,
but with star midfielder Dariusz Pawlusinski heading to the
wrong side of 35 years old, he will need to make sure his
younger players can perform to the same level.

After a few years of coming close, Nieciecza will be hoping
that this year's push to the Ekstraklasa will finally pay off. But
with Cracovia, Zawisza, and a whole host of other clubs
waiting in the wings, the  PomarańczowoZółtoNiebieskie
can't rest at all on their laurels.

Cracovia
Whilst they would have hoped to
reach the top two in time for
Christmas, Kraków's second
club (although with performance
this season, they'll claim to be
the city's number one) will go
into spring confident of a straight
return to the top flight. Whilst
seven points behind leaders

Flota, Cracovia sit two behind Nieciecza in second – a gap
which they will feel can be closed very early on.

Boss Wojciech Stawowy has managed to keep a hold on the
majority of the players which performed in the spring round;
the only exception being Moldovan international Alexandru
Suvorov. But whilst outgoing deals are thin, Stawowy has
looked to players with Ekstraklasa experience to take them
back to where they feel they belong.

After seeing his GKS Bełchatów contract terminated,
defender Mate Lacic joins Korona Kielce striker Michał
Zieliński at Ul. Kałuży, whilst former CSKA Sofia junior
midfielder Vladislav Romanov signed from Bulgarian side
Botev Vratsa.

Whilst they are a couple of points off of the top spots,
Cracovia have to be one of the favourites to be playing
Ekstraklasa football next season.

Pierwsza Liga



Zawisza Bydgoszcz
Whilst it looked for a while that
Zawisza would be about to run
away with the league in its early
stages, the Blue-Blacks soon
began to tail off when they finally
lost to Cracovia in October. But
whilst they will hope to be
challenging for the top two when
June comes around, a
disappointing transfer window

has put a dent into fans' hopes.

With fourgoal midfielder Adrian Błąd and scoring defender
Bartosz Kopacz heading back to Zagłębie Lubin and Górnik
Zabrze respectively, and midfielder pair Paweł Zawistowski
and Błażej Jankowski, as well as defender Cezary
Stefańczyk also heading away from Bydgoszcz, coach Yuri
Shatalov has just a shell of the side which began the season.

In Daniel Mąka they have one of the top strikers in the
league, with five goals to his name; but with replacements for
the leaving players looking pretty thin on the ground, it'll be a
tough task for Zawisza to be challenging at the end of the
season.

Miedź Legnica
Something of a surprise
package in the Pierwsza
Liga this season, Miedź
Legnica climbed up to fifth
by the end of November –
the best performance of all
the newly-promoted sides.
Coach Bogusław Baniak will be happy that the majority of his
squad has stayed put in Legnica; but whilst the structure
remains, additions have mainly come in the form of lower
league men, and players leaving in Warta Poznań's exodus.

Elsewhere, 30 yearold midfielder Wojciech Łobodziński has
been something of a revelation for Miedź this season. With
seven goals in his fourteen games, he sits, not only as
Miedź's top scorer, but also as one of the best goalscorers in
the league. However, handed a six-month ban for his
involvement in corruption, he will take no further part in
Miedź's season.

But whilst Łobodziński will be missing, fellow sevengoal
man Jakub Grzegorzewski will be hoping a repeat of his
seventeen strikes during Miedź's successful Druga Liga
campaign in 2011/12. Forming a partnership with fellow
frontman Zbigniew Zakrzewski, Miedź have a real chance of
progressing further, and possibly even challenge for the
promotion spots.

GKS Tychy
Whilst the season didn't start that
well for the Silesian club, a
strong September and late-
October/early-November have
propelled GKS Tychy to an
impressive fifth place. Another
newly-promoted side, the
Trójkolorowi have had six-goal
striker Marcin Folc to thank for
wins against ŁKS Łódź, Cracovia,
Dolcan Ząbki and Brzesko.

Whilst transfers in-and-out of Tychy haven't be earth-
shattering, coach Piotr Mandrysz can look forward to the
return of striker Damian Szczęsny, who heads back to the
club after a loan spell at Ekstraklasa side Podbeskidzie. With
one of the worst attacks in the league, Szczęsny's return
gives great hope as they attempt to climb the table.

Whilst their league position is impressive for that of a team
who were playing in a division lower last term, it's difficult to
see them climbing any higher in Spring. Mid-table
consolidation would be a great benchmark for Tychy, and
maybe next season they can challenge for a return to the top
league for the first time in 37 years.

Olimpia Grudziądz
After a successful relegation
battle last term, Olimpia
Grudziądz have been one of the
most improved sides in the
country this season; and with a
Cup Quarter-Final against
Ekstraklasa leaders Legia
Warszawa still to come, things
are looking very rosy in
Grudziądz at the moment.

Whilst further progression in the cup is unlikely, Grudziądz do
have the potential to move higher up the league standings.
Bringing in Widzew Łódź defender Adam Banasiak and
Nieciecza striker Jan Pawłowski will go some way to
improving the squad, whilst only German midfielder Paul
Grischok's move away has dented Tomasz Asensky's squad.

Challenging for promotion may still be a big ask for Olimpia,
but a top-six finish is a definite possibility. If Asensky can
focus his squad with the big trip to Warsaw ahead, and use
some of the strength which guided them to cup victories
against Lech Poznań and Pogoń Szczecin, then the side
from Grudziądz could have a say in promotion – even if they
aren't directly involved.

Pierwsza Liga



Bogdanka Łęczna
With only the one transfer
in, and no-one exiting the
club, it's difficult to see too
much of a change in
Bogdanka's fortunes for
Spring. Whilst the signing
of Cezary Stefańczyk from
Zawisza Bydgoszcz brings
the possibility of a stronger
back-line, it's likely that the
club with sit around mid-table for the rest of the season.

Contributing almost half of their 21 goals, the attacking trio
of Michał Zuber, Sebastian Szalachowski and Maciej
Ropiejko will be important for Łęczna. However, whether
they will have the ability to fire the club up the table
remains to be seen.

With an inconsistent autumn – unable to put together back-
to-back wins, draws or losses – coach Piotr Rzepka will
have his work cut out in the second round. Whilst turning a
few draws into wins could see a rapid climb into the top-six,
a few more losses could possibly see a relegation battle
unfold in Łęczna.

Arka Gdynia
Sneaking into the top half by a
couple of points, Arka's season
has been fraught with
disappointment and frustration.
With sackings of both players
and coaches,  three-and-four
game win-less streaks, and
reliance on a single striker, it's
almost tempting to call this
season a writeoff for the Zółto

Niebieskie.

Brazilian striker Marcus Vicinius has been the club's stand-
out performer so far, with seven goals – over one-third of
Arka's total – from sixteen games. Luckily they have
managed to keep a hold of him for Spring, but coach Paweł
Sikora has needed to look for either back-up or a partner
for the 28 year-old.

The winter has seen 19 year-old French-born defender
Julien Tadrowski head out of the door towards Ekstraklasa
side Pogoń Szczecin, with striker Łukasz Zwoliński
heading in the opposite direction on loan to add some
much-needed strength to the attacking line. But even with
the introduction of another striker, Arka will need to be
much stronger all over the pitch if they harbour any
ambitions of eventually returning to the Ekstraklasa.

Warta Poznań
As far as exoduses from Polish clubs go, you'd be hard-
placed to find one bigger than at Poznań's second club this
winter. With a total of thirteen players leaving Warta, a
squad which was tipped for big things at the start of the
season now lies completely decimated.

Whilst they have
managed to hold on to
goalkeepers Adrian Lis
and Łukasz Radliński,
and goalscorers Tomasz
Magdziarz and Krzysztof
Bartoszak, the club have
lost some key players
including Wojciech
Trochim and Bartłomiej
Pawłowski, who have
both headed to the
Ekstraklasa.

The defence was a big problem in Autumn for Warta, and
by shipping out a number of players who played a big part
in the backline, coach Artur Płatek hopes to rectify the
problem. However the sheer number of changes at the
club could create a new problem; and not that far ahead of
the relegation spots, they will have to tread extremely
carefully.

Kolejarz Stróże
Although they have the
league's top scorer in 35
year-old Maciej Kowalczyk,
mid-table challengers
Kolejarz could really do with
finding an alternative outlet
for their goals, with the rest
of Przemysław Cecherz's
squad chipping in with just
eight strikes to Kowalczyk's
thirteen.

Kolejarz have been pretty much unable to address their
goalscoring worries, only managing to bring in two
midfielders from the lower leagues during the transfer
window. They have also got rid of one of their goalscoring
strikers in Krzysztof Gajtkowski, whose solitary strike
helped them to a 2-1 win over Zawisza.

With too much reliance on Kowalczyk, and a very inactive
transfer window, Kolejarz will be looking to avoid being
dragged into a relegation battle rather than move up the
table. Although they sit nine points clear of the drop zone,
a few early losses could see that gap reduced very quickly.
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Dolcan Ząbki
Whilst September started with
a convincing 3-1 victory over
Cracovia, it sparked an awful
run of eight games for Dolcan
Ząbki – only a victory over
bottom side Polonia Bytom
sandwiched in the middle of
six losses and a draw. It is
that poor spell which
contributed to their lowly
league position.

However, with goals coming from a number of scorers, 12th-
placed Dolcan are slightly better prepared than their rivals
should they suffer injuries or suspensions. And by shoring up
their defence with Sandecja's Bartosz Wiśniewski and Legia
youth's Mateusz Cichocki, they stand a real chance of moving
up the table.

Only the loss of midfielder Robert Chwastek can be seen as a
disappointment for Dolcan, and a few early wins against
Olsztyn, ŁKS and Warta would see confidence rise massively.

GKS Katowice
After the start to the
season that GKS Katowice
had, their low league
position can almost be
forgiven. Almost wiped
from existence thanks to
Ireneusz Król's takeover of
Polonia Warszawa, to
even start the season was
a relief for GieKSa
supporters. Now, seventeen games in, coach Rafał Górak
needs to make sure the past is put behind his team, and
attempt to climb the Pierwsza Liga table.

With Przemysław Pitry and onloan Latvian striker Deniss
Rakels remaining in Katowice, Góral has strength in attack –
the pair have 15 goals between them this season. And whilst
their 25 goals conceded isn't anywhere near the worst in the
league, GieKSa have still struggled into 13th place.

Some strengthening has occurred in Katowice, with youth
team players from Ekstraklasa sides GKS Bełchatów and
Lech Poznań arriving. GieKSa can also look towards the
return of former Wisła Kraków and Odra Wodzisław defender
Jacek Kowalczyk, who has been suspended for the last six
months.

Besides the opening day defeat to ŁKS Łódź and October's
loss in Brzesko, Katowice have managed to avoid defeat
against the sides below and around them, whilst they also
picked up points against Cracovia, GKS Tychy and Arka. If
they can continue to do the same in Spring, they should be
easily safe for another year.

Sandecja Nowy Sącz
Besides striker Arkadiusz Aleksander's seven, Sandecja's
Autumn Round was characterised by a lack of goals. With the
32 year-old off to Flota, as well as Bartosz Szeliga, Adrian
Swiątek and Filip Burkhardt
moving from the club, only
Wojciech Mroz – scorer of a
single goal – remains from
Sandecja's autumn goalscorers.

But whilst their key goalscorers
have almost all gone, Sandecja
have strengthened in attacking
positions. Midfielders Maciej
Bębenek and Paweł Nowak
were signed from Górnik Zabrze
and Lechia Gdańsk respectively,
whilst Warta Poznań's Piotr Giel
and Lechia's Patryk Tuszyński
were brought in up front.

With their goalscorers, and most importantly Aleksander gone,
new boss Mirosław Hajdo has his work cut out in Spring. With
the relegation spots just five points behind them, danger is
very close.

Stomil Olsztyn
With just thirteen points from seventeen games, newly-
promoted Olsztyn are desperate to avoid dropping back down
to the Druga Liga's Grupa Wschodnia. However just two wins
make survival seem very unlikely. Even the acquisition of
Korona Kielce midfielder Grzegorz Lech and Miedź Legnica
defender Kamil Hempel will go little way to solve the club's
problems.

A few players have also left Olsztyn, the biggest being  former
Jagiellonia keeper Tomasz Ptak and two-goal midfielder
Michał Swiderski. However,
five-goal lead striker
Szymon Kaźmierowski will
remain in Olszytn until the
summer at the least.

Coming up to his third
anniversary in charge,
coach Zbigniew Kaczmarek
will face his toughest task at
the club so far. When June
rolls around, it's difficult to
imagine him having the
champagne out to celebrate.
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Łódzki KS
Following their relegation from
the Ekstraklasa last season,
things have gone from bad to
worse for two-time Polish
champions ŁKS. Five points
from safety, the club's financial
problems could even see them
drop down to the IV Liga –
regardless of whether they can
stave off relegation or not.

With loan players sent back to parent clubs and contracts
terminated to try to save money (in some cases the wages
weren't even paid in the first place), times are looking very
bleak in the whiteandred half of Łódź.

Although twelve players have left the club (three of whom
may be on their way back to Al. Unii Lubelskiej), coach Piotr
Zajączkowski has been left unable to strengthen. Whilst
SMS Łódź offered their help in supplying players, ŁKS have
already annoyed their helpers. Without a single new face
through the door, it is going to be a very difficult spring for
the Spring Knights.

Okocimski Brzesko
Another side sitting way down on
thirteen points, Brzesko have
actually strengthened fairly well.
Despite the loss of striker Łukasz
Zaniewski to Resovia Rzeszów,
Krzysztof Łętocha has brought in
Piotr Koman from Podbeskidzie,
and also Flota midfielder Daniel
Chyła.

Like their fellow promoted side
Stomil Olsztyn, Brzesko have also
only managed just two wins in
autumn – a record which makes
them hot favourites for the drop. And after picking up 21
wins on their way to promotion last term, the change in
atmosphere will have no doubt led to a massive drop in
morale at the club.

Whilst seventeen games is plenty of time to stage a recovery,
Brzesko will have to hit the ground running in order to
salvage something from the season. Whilst nothing less than
top-spot was the aim last season, fourteenth spot this year
will be much more valuable. With Sandecja just five points
away, you can't write them off just yet.

Polonia Bytom
Relegated... With just four points to their name, the Silesians
had ought to prepare for the third-tier straight away.

With their best players already heading out the door – Martin
Baran to Polonia Warszawa, Tomasz Górkiewicz to
Podbeskidzie – Spring is going to be even more of a difficult
time for fans of the Niebiesko-Czerwone. And whilst linked
with a number of players, Jacek Trzeciak has been unable to
bring anyone at all in so far.

Still without a win to their
name, Bytom are odds-on to
suffer their third relegation in
as many years. With no hope,
haemorrhaging cash, and
with a team prepared for
Poland's third tier, it could be
a while before Bytom return
to the Pierwsza Liga – they
won't get a reprieve this
summer.
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Youth Abroad

Polish Youth AbroadWith Polish people
emigrating abroad more

and more often, players qualifying to play for the BiałeOrły can
now be found in all corners of globe. Michał Zachodny names the
top Poles currently plying their trade away from their homeland.

Although the deadline day passed
rather calmly in most of the
countries, it was AC Milan out of all
clubs that decided to splash some
cash on much-needed
reinforcements. Mario Balotelli
rightly attracted most of the
attention, but there was also Polish
part of the story.

 “Super Mario” showed up on his
second day of training at Milanello,
but there was someone new in the
changing room – newer than him at
least - greeting every member of
the team. When that young, blond
lad reached Balotelli, he couldn’t
believe what he heard from the
famous striker. “Take some rest,
get yourself fully fit and we will see
you then,” Mario whispered in his
typical manner. “There is a job to
do.”

Bartosz Salamon could not believe
his luck. When he left Lech Poznan
in 2007 to took unknown adventure
in Brescia, (then) 16-year-old could
only hope that he will be given even
a bigger chance somewhere else.

But there seems to be a trend for
some time now – with young Polish talents being noticed by
foreign scouts. The numbers are growing every year, whether
is it for short-term trials only or first professional contract to be
signed. Wojciech Szczęsny was one of those who set this
one up as the goalkeeper has certainly led the way for his
future team-mates at the national team. Only few weeks ago
it was reported that 16-year-old Maksymilian Stryjek was
given a deal at Sunderland.

One of those who took his chance at senior Poland team after
Euro 2012 catastrophe was Grzegorz Krychowiak. Noticed by
previous coaches and praised continuously by Leo
Beenhakker, Stade de Reims midfielder is having a great
season in the much competitive Ligue 1 after winning

promotion the year before.
Promising performances were not
earned by Franciszek Smuda,
though Waldemar Fornalik now
can’t imagine his midfield without
his intelligent playmaker from
France.

Bartosz Salamon is expected to be
up there soon enough, as Polish
coach openly admits that there is a
place for taking in the middle of his
back four, right beside Kamil Glik
who scored against England.
Although newest Milan transfer is
still curing his ankle, he hopes to
get some minutes this season too,
and he can be sure that someone
from Poland’s coaching staff will be
there watching.

Once they are in Italy, they may
make the trip to few other places as
well. Igor Łasicki is playing only at
Primavera level now, but his Napoli
side for which he plays in the
defence, reached the final of the
Italian Youth Cup. Then there is
Piotr Zieliński, much promising
teenager playing as attacking
midfielder for Udinese, one that
already made his Serie A debut,

even though it was a very late substitution. How often do you
have the chance to change Antonio di Natale?

Speaking of Italian direction – Wojciech Pawłowski may not
have made the best of impressions in one of his first
interviews at the same club as Zieliński, but exLechia
goalkeeper hopes he will rise through club’s ranks.

Germans are very fond of Polish talents and taking Lukas
Podolski to their own national team was one of the biggest
blows in their neighbors’ history. That hopefully will not be the
case with Kacper Przybyłko, who has German nationality as
well, but impress in the youth national teams of Poland –
what is more, he scored from the spot in the very recent
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match between these two countries in unglamorous friendly
tournament under the name of Four Nations Cup. Poland
won 21 in Gliwice and Przybyłko left the pitch to the round
of applause.

If to believe coaches of Poland’s youth national teams, then
there is a great future ahead for Hertha’s Gracjan
Horoszkiewicz. He is another one who left Poznan very early
and plays for Berlin’s top club second team, yet hopes to be
the part of Bundesliga’s hopefuls sooner than later. He was
one of the leaders of Poland U17 team that reached semi-
final of last year’s European Championships.

Netherlands are another unsurprising direction for Polish
best youth, but there are examples of players that failed to
make their mark at home, only to
grow abroad. Filip Kurto was left
frustrated at Wisła’s Krakow
bench or in the second team,
never even regarded as
someone who might be the one
to step in Sergiei Pareiko’s place.
But since he joined Roda
Kerkrade there was even inside
rivalry between him and the other
Pole in goal, 22-year-old
Mateusz Prus. Kurto, despite
being a year younger and less
experienced, won himself a
place between posts and saved
penalty against Feyenoord.

In the very same team – a true
second-placed Polish colony
abroad, behind only to Dortmund
trio – there is Mikołaj Lebedyński
up front. He may not be scoring
freely, although already has two
goals in 2013 to his name, but is

rated for his hard work and positional sense, connected with
creativity as well. Piotr Parzyszek is another Polish striker in
the Dutch league, one who scored four this season for De
Graafschap in the second division.

The list could go on, others are targets as well, mostly
coming from the side that did so well at U17 European
Championships last summer. Foreign scouts were closely
tracking performances of the next year’s squad during the
tournament in Spanish La Manga, where Poland won with
Denmark (2-1) and lost to Norway (0-1). In Robert Wójcik’s
squad, among talents based domestically, there are
youngsters from Hertha (Karol Hallmann), Chievo (Patryk
Parol), Wolfsburg (Oskar Zawada) and Reggina (Paweł
Bochniewicz).

It is not only about domestic talents being torn by famous
clubs, though. With the opening of the borders when Poland
joined the European Union, millions of Poles flooded
countries from Italy to Scotland in search of better future. Of
those admirable percentage settled in their new places of
life, getting married with locals, becoming part of the culture.
It is one of the facts that in England, where youth coaching
is at one of the highest levels, Poles born there are also
joining different set ups. It may lead, in the considerably
longer future, to Polish scouts going through English
academies in search of “white-red” blood – not to miss any
Lukas Podolski.

FUTURE POLAND ABROAD

Szczęsny (Arsenal, 23) (Pawłowski (Udinese, 20)) –
Łasicki (Napoli, 17), Salamon (Milan, 22), Horoszkiewicz
(Hertha, 17) – Klich (Zwolle, 23), Borysiuk
(Kaiserslautern, 22), Krychowiak (Stade de Reims, 23),
Zieliński (Udinese, 19) – Milik (Bayer Leverkusen, 19),
Przybyłko (Cologne, 20), Sobiech (Hannover, 23).

Youth Abroad
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What could possibly go wrong for Robert
Lewandowski? Aiming to reach beyond
Bundesliga’s 50th goal mark in current season,
as he challenges Bayern’s Mario Mandżukić in
the scoring charts, even though seeing his
Borussia stumbling in the search for third
consecutive title. All is better in Europe, though,
as four goals in group stage alone made him a
true leader of surprising force in the Champions
League’s group of death.

Lewandowski impressed the world with his form
this season so much, that the talk regarding his
summer transfer to Manchester United reached
level of absurd, with various sources claiming
that the deal was either done or to be confirmed
in “the next 48 hours”. However, the only
confirmation we were given was the one from Sir
Alex Ferguson as he rubbished the story – no
wonder, as he already had four established,
Premier-League class strikers. How exactly
would Lewandowski fit into United’s match squad

– let alone starting line up - was something those
reporting the deal was done could not precisely
explain.

Enough about Ferguson, as then came
Guardiola – signing for Bayern to succeed Jupp
Heynckes in a scenario that looked highly
doubtful with England’s richest clubs interested.

Lewandowski was linked before with Munich’s club, only six months before to be honest, but nowhere near as strong as
when the Spaniard decided to choose Bundesliga over Premier League. The craziness kicked off again.

Lewandowski has had enough of it. Enough of the questions regarding his future, enough of the talk of the move and
choosing between Manchester, London or Munich. For someone in his age and with his status that would seem only a
welcome distraction from everyday’s training sessions and battles with the hard-tackling and high-elbowing defenders of the
Bundesliga.

But in the supposedly the most quiet of times, during Christmas, he had to take it to his official facebook account to stop the
nonsense debate about his move to United. In one of the latest interviews in the Polish papers, he moaned about lack of
other interesting transfer-related topics in domestic media, making himself the victim of countless rumours.

Was this interview for “Gazeta Wyborcza” yet just another effect of Lewandowski’s frustration, as shown by kicking his
opponent in HSV match as then referee fall for Rafael van der Vaart’s theatrics?

Hardly believable – after all, Lewandowski was never “that kind of player” and has had it worse before with some of his
opponents doing everything to unsettle their most dangerous rival. Dutchman’s antics were maybe the first time such tactics
succeeded and Lewandowski was sent off – just days after he frustrated Polish fans by yet another fruitless performance at

Robert Lewandowski

Whilst his stock has
increased massively due

to his performances at Dortmund, we’ve seen a completely different
Robert Lewandowski playing for the National side. Michał Zachodny
writes about why 2013 is huge for the striker.

Lewy’s Biggest Year
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international stage.

The memory of that brilliantly-timed header against Greece on
the day of Euro 2012 opening are long gone – more is talked
about sitters missed in the 2014 World Cup qualifiers and
even in friendlies. Borussia’s strikers strong claims about his
own position in the team are even wider discussed, as firstly
he vowed to “help” Waldemar Fornalik in settling in the team,
then confronting captain Jakub Błaszczykowski when Ludovic
Obraniak’s performances were criticized by his club team-mate.

“Team-mate” may not be especially the best of terms to descry
be the relationship of the two-thirds of Polish colony in
Dortmund. Błaszczykowski and Lewandowski barely speak off
the pitch, they are not close, not meeting up after the trainings
or games. They even decided to take two different flights to
Dublin for Poland duty – maybe not something that has exactly
the impact on their performances for the club, but has
definitely affected early stages of Fornalik’s tenure. Nobody
should wonder that once Błaszczykowski’s captaincy was
discussed, Lewandowski choose not to voice his support
publicly.

At the club level Lewandowski is the man fulfilled so far and
summer possibilities are something he eagerly awaits –
Dortmund are the rising giant of the European’s game but it
may still take them few years to regularly join the Champions
League’s top sixteen. By then Lewandowski may be a legend
in the making, a figure of certain status in Dortmund, but one
without prospect of
making a move that
would improve his
wages as rapidly as it
is currently discussed
with Bayern in mind.
After all, Germany’s
all-time best club is
spending twice as
much on salaries as
Borussia is able to.
And that gap will be
much harder to make
up for Dortmund than
the distance between
both sides in current
season.

Money, however, is
not something
Lewandowski is all
about. Not him. But
look in his shadow and there will be Cezary Kucharski
standing there, proudly showing off with his most famous
client’s new shining contract. For him that is a power-play that
may take him to a whole new level – after all, domestic market
is desperately short of unattached talent and if he is to
succeed abroad, he has to join the big-money club with big-
time transfer. That Kucharski once put his trust in shy and
pretty desperate young striker from Znicz Pruszków was
probably one of his best decisions in life.

While it all looked going well by the plan Lewandowski and
Kucharski set together up before he even joined Lech Poznań,
Polish finest striker is still desperate to make it at international
level. Poland had few fine forwards before, but none of them

was given such opportunity to shine, a gift to lead the country
in the hour of need – as if Euro 2012 was handled to him to
prove own qualities. One goal proved to be not enough and
now it looks like Lewandowski is reliving team’s summer
failure over and over again.

In front of goal, with just a keeper to beat. Minutes are counted,
ten hours passed, it is even closer to 1000 minute mark.
Without a single goal for Poland. As Lewandowski recently
claimed – he was always there for Poland and will be in the
future, no matter how much it hurts. Whether he was speaking
about injuries or the lack of goals, it remains unclear.

In his hope that some competition arises in Poland’s attack –
by wishing his colleagues an improvement in their club status –
Lewandowski may hint that he doesn’t see own failings in the
bad run he is having right now. Lack of support and quality of
the number 10 role was also brought up by the striker himself.
What excuse he will give when he fails to put at least one past
San Marino in March?

Succession of failures to beat David Forde in Dublin and then
by kicking his opponent in the league match was first example
of Lewandowski’s frustrations mounting up in an action packed
week for him. But even in that HSV game he scored once and
with no competition on Borussia’s bench he will surely lead the
line in club’s Champions League charge.

No wonder Lewandowski wants to make up for the summer
defeat at Euro 2012. With just fifteen strikes in his fifty-one

appearances for the
national side, striker in
his fifth year since goal
in debut against San
Marino is failing to find
the same balance for
Poland as he presented
in Poznań and
Dortmund. Although it
may be a tad too far to
suggest that the lack of
goals on the
international stage may
have direct impact on
his club career and
possible move,
Lewandowski is too
ambitious to leave it as
it is and simply stop
caring about Poland so
much.

Lewandowski faces the biggest year of his career with millions
and goals involved but if, at the end of Poland’s qualifying
campaign at Wembley in October, he will not be settled at new
club and still without notable number of goals on the already
ended road to Rio, for the first time in a long time he will spend
his Christmas wondering where it went wrong.

Michał is on Twitter at @polishscout.

Robert Lewandowski
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Two years before the conclusion of the Great War, in the
German Silesian city of Kattowitz, Ernst Otto Prandella was
born. Having never met his father Ernst-Roman who had died
serving on the German front lines during the conflict, his
mother remarried a Pole after the incorporation of the city into
the Second Polish Republic. Now a citizen of Poland himself,
at the age of thirteen Ernst was adopted by his step-father,
taking the surname “Wilimowski”.

Already sent to German schools by his mother, and then the
Germanic local football club 1.FC Kattowitz, Wilimowski's
roots were never far away. However, even as a young boy, he
preferred to refer to himself as  “Górnoślązak”, or “Upper
Silesian” rather than solely German or Polish.

With his bright red hair, protruding ears and a right
foot with six toes (something which he believed
brought him luck), “Ezi” already stood out from the rest of his
Kattowitz team, and with his impressive performances , the 17
year-old had also began to attract the attention of one of the
region's biggest clubs, Ruch Wielkie Hajduki (now known as
Ruch Chorzów). Newly-crowned champions of Poland, and
recently under the sponsorship of a local mill, Ruch afforded
to pay Wilimowski's former club the sum of 1000zł – and he
quickly set about proving his worth.

Playing in the Inside Left position, Ezi scored on his début for
Ruch; and just a few games later he hit five in a league game
against Podgórze Kraków. With his first top-flight season just
a few weeks old, the forward earned a quick call-up to Józef
Kałuża's Polish National Team for a tour of Scandinavia. Still
having not reached his eighteenth birthday, Wilimowski made
his début for the BiałeOrły against Denmark in Copenhagen,
and just two days later scored his first international goal in a
4-2 win over Sweden.

Altogether, 1934 proved to be very fruitful for the striker. His
thirty-three goals not only made him the league's top scorer,
but also helped Ruch to their second successive league title.

Further international goals
also followed against both
Yugoslavia and Germany –
establishing the youngster
as one of the country's top players.

Whilst he scored a few less in 1935, Ezi still played a big part
in a third league title. But back to his best in 1936, another top
scorer accolade was instrumental in yet another championship
success for Ruch. However Wilimowski's off-the-field lifestyle
began to have major repercussions on his international career.

After receiving their bonuses for the 1935 championship win,
the Ruch team went to celebrate with a few drinks. However,
having consumed a large amount of alcohol, many of the
squad arrived for the following day's game with Cracovia
intoxicated. Having lost the game 9-0, the national team
selectors didn't look too favourably on the antics of Wilimowski.
A one-year suspension was handed to the striker, meaning
that he would be forced to miss the 1936 Olympic Games in

Ernest Wilimowski

Eleven toes, 20 Polish international
goals, four league titles and a lifetime
branded as a traitor. Ryan Hubbard
brings us the fascinating story of former

Ruch Chorzów striker Ernest Wilimowski.

Legend Profile:
Ernest Wilimowski



Berlin. Poland eventually finished in fourth place during the
Olympiad; however many believed that with Wilimowski in the
team, the White Eagles would have gone on to claim the gold
medal.

Ruch could only muster a third-place finish in 1937 behind
Cracovia and AKS Chorzów, but the year also saw
Wilimowski return to the national team. Three goals, including
one in Poland's World Cup Qualifying victory against
Yugoslavia, saw Ezi re-establish himself as one of the side's
leading players. And in their 1938 World Cup clash against
Brazil in Strasbourg, he showed why he was so revered.

Three-one down at half-time, 21 year-old Wilimowski became
the first player to hit four goals in a
World Cup game - a record which
stood for 56 years, until Oleg
Salenko scored 5 in Russia's 6-1
win over Cameroon in USA '94.
Although Ezi's four strikes had set a
new record, Poland still ended up on
the losing side. Ending the 90
minutes at 4-apiece, two extra-time
goals from Leonidas meant that
Ezi's fourth was a mere consolation

– and the Poles crashed out 6-5.
Following the game, there was an
attempt to get Wilimowski to move
to Brazil to play and coach, but
whilst a pre-contract was signed, the
move never materialised.

Whilst there were six other
international goals during the year
for Wilimowski, his 40-goal
partnership with Teodor Peterek
also helped Ruch to retain the
Polish Championship – the striker's
fourth title in five years. And when 1939 rolled around,
Wilimowski was in the form of his career.

Spring not only saw a brace against Belgium in Łódź, but also
an unbelievable 10 goals in a 12-1 league victory against
Union Touring Łódź – a record which still stands, and is
unlikely to be beaten. With an amazing twenty-five goals in
fourteen games – nine ahead of his closest rival, Polonia
Warszawa striker Zenon Pieniążek – he went on to help
Poland to possibly their greatest ever victory.

Two-nil down after half-an-hour, against World Cup Finalists –
and argued by some as the greatest team in the world at the
time – Hungary in Warsaw, Wilimowski went on to claim a
hat-trick and earned a penalty, as they won the game 4-2. But
whilst a new era in Polish football was heralded, just four
days later the outbreak of World War II was to change the
lives of everyone in the country.

The advancing German troops meant that all sporting
activities in Poland were quickly ceased. As a

“Volksdeutscher” or ethnic German, Wilimowski retook his
German citizenship. With Poles unable to compete in sports
under the new Nazi regime, his repatriation eventually
allowed him to continue his career as a footballer. Whilst
some dissenting German voices were angry that he had
previously transferred from the German 1.FC Kattowitz to the

proudly Silesian Ruch, his exceptional talent proved to be
enough for the German officials.

The German football authorities sent Ezi back to 1.FC
Kattowitz, whom they now considered as representatives of
German Silesia. But as he did not wish to serve in the
Wermacht, Wilimowski took a job as a police officer in
Chemnitz, which allowed him to continue playing football. But
regardless of whether he considered himself as German,
Polish or Upper Silesian, back in Poland Wilimowski was
considered a traitor – especially so in 1941 when he made his
début for the German “Third Reich” National team against
Romania in Bucharest. Two goals from Ezi helped the
Germans to a 4-1 victory, and just a few months later he

netted a hat-trick in a six-nil win over
Finland in Helsinki – becoming the
first player to score both for, and
against Germany, and helping to
earn a prosperous move to 1860
Munchen in 1942.

Whilst Wilimowski's time in Munich
lasted just two years, it was fairly
successful. Scoring the opening goal
against Schalke 04, he helped 1860
to the German Cup in 1942. Ezi also
continued to score goals for the
German national team; notably
scoring four goals in a 5-3 win over
Switzerland.

However Wilimowski still had an
important role to play for Poland. In
August 1942, Wilimowski returned to
Upper Silesia with the German side,
to take on Romania. Drawing an
impressive 55,000 people to the
Hindenburg Stadion in Beuthen (now

Bytom) - many coming to see their native son in action –
Wilimowski scored in a 7-0 victory. Whilst that in itself is fairly
unremarkable, in the crowd that day stood Ernest Pohl and
Gerard Cieślik – both of whom, inspired by watching
Wilimowski, went on to become legends of the Polish National
team.

Although he also played in a November 1942 victory over
Slovakia, the war eventually put a stop to all German National
team games. Having scored thirteen times in just eight
appearances, Wilimowski's international career was finished.

After briefly serving in the German Army (stationed in Kraków,
and playing for the army's teams), Wilimowski returned to
Germany following the conclusion of the war. With all of
Poland ashamed of their former son's willingness to represent
the Third Reich, Wilimowski was effectively erased from
Polish history. With Silesia now incorporated into the Second
Polish Republic, Ezi was banned from returning to his
homeland by the Polish authorities.

Wilimowski went on to represent a number of German clubs,
including Kaiserslautern and Offenberg, before his retirement
in 1955. Ezi eventually settled in the South-western city of
Karlsruhe, opening a restaurant along with his wife.

Whilst the Polish reaction to his defection was understandable,
his reasoning for co-operating with the Third Reich turned out
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to not be as black-and-white as it originally seemed.

In the early 1940's, Wilimowski's mother, Paulina, was sent to
the Auschwitz concentration camp in response to a
relationship with a Russian Jew. Whilst in Germany, Ezi
befriended Hermann Graf, a legendary German fighter pilot
and former footballer. It was with Graf's help that Wilimowski
managed to get his mother released from Auschwitz.

But whatever the reason for his switch to Germany,
Wilimowski remained as a Polish traitor. His numerous
attempts to return to his homeland were denied. Even an
attempted meeting in Germany with the Poland 1974 World
Cup team was scuppered, and a chance meeting with then-
coach Kazimierz Górski was observed by a member of the
Polish Secret Police.

An invitation to return to his former club Ruch Chorzów for
their 75th anniversary celebrations came Wilimowski's way in
1995, but even 54 years after leaving Poland, a combination
of pressure from the Polish public and his wife's sickness
stopped him from attending.

This turned out to be Ezi's last chance of returning. Two years
later, the 81 year-old died in his adopted home of Karlsruhe.

All of his life he wished to return to his place of
birth, claiming that had it not been for the war,
he would have never left Katowice. During his
brief, observed meeting with Górski in the
West German town of Murrhardt, the Polish
coach greeted him with extreme coldness.

“Mr Wilimowski, if you had not done
anything wrong,  perhaps you should have
come back to Poland, and  explain your
behavior, cleanse yourself of all charges”

In reply, Wilimowski uttered a simple three
words, which described his life hidden behind
his ever-recognisable smile.

“I was afraid”.

Ryan Hubbard can be found on Twitterat
@Ryan_Hubbard.
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Waldek taught a
lesson by Trappatoni

February saw Poland slump to a 2-0 loss against Ireland at
Dublin’s fantastic new Aviva Stadium. Michał Zachodny feels
that there is a lot of work ahead for Waldemar Fornalik

Ireland 2-0 Poland
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As friendly as the game in Dublin was supposed to be, there
wasn’t a lot held back in some of the tackles on the Aviva
Stadium, on a cold Wednesday night in February when the
national football side faced the Republic of Ireland. Kamil
Glik provided probably the toughest of them, with his
challenge near the half-line maybe deserving of something
more than the yellow card eventually given to the Polish
defender.

In a scrappy game of few clear chances, Robert
Lewandowski had the best two, both in the first half, but on
both occasions it was David Forde who came on top. First,
the Irish goalkeeper came out faster than the Borussia
striker had hoped and blocked his weak effort in the one on
one situation – while the second saw the keeper make a
wonderful save, tipping the ball around the post with one-
hand as Lewandowski searched for his first goal for the
national team since his strike against Greece in the opening
match of Euro 2012.

Lewandowski’s woes only topped a long list of problems
Waldemar Fornalik finds himself with ahead of the remaining
qualifiers for Brazil 2014. Sebastian Boenich with his woeful
crossing proved that he is not a back-up option for the
injured Łukasz Piszczek at right back, and Jakub
Wawrzyniak’s catastrophic clearance that allowed Ciaran
Clark to score Ireland’s first showed the gamble may not be
worth the hassle. As if it was not enough, Marcin
Wasilewski’s first appearance in the second half on right
side of Polish back four was even worse – his bad

positioning allowed Wes Hoolahan to skip easily past the
defence and put result beyond reach.

Much was said before the game about the keepers’ Premier
League rivalry, but neither Boruc or Szczęsny showed
anything special. Both had to make two reflex saves each,
yet otherwise it was simply a matter of picking the ball out of
net and moaning about what the outfield players did. On a
positive note this is at least a nicer reason for Fornalik’s
huge headache, having two keepers in-form and in the best
league in the world.

Other leaders in the side also failed to deliver on a
boisterous night in Dublin – with not just Lewandowski but
also Błaszczykowski, who has been a revelation for
Borussia this year, producing a very anonymous
appearance in Ireland. He shone in front of the cameras
post match, as he always does, finding obvious answers to
poor performance of his team, showing bravery and
leadership long after his teammates needed it most.

Waldemar Fornalik hoped that one of his better performers
from an earlier squad which beat Romania 4-1 would repay
his faith but Szymon Pawłowski, an attacking midfielder who
hopes to leave Zagłębie Lubin for Bundesliga football, only
proved that international football is currently too far above
his level. Daniel Łukasik, the player who scored a cheeky
backheel last Saturday, fought his midfield battle hard but
couldn’t show that he has more attacking intent than the
missing Ariel Borysiuk.

Ireland 2-0 Poland
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The biggest failure of all was Ludovic Obraniak.
Criticized by every pundit that was out there to
comment, the French-born midfielder failed to show
that he cares and that he can be trusted in the
‘number 10’ role for Poland. His set pieces were even
worse, something that usually makes up for his poor
passing range and lack of movement between the
lines.

Grzegorz Krychowiak, at least, could leave Dublin
with his head held high. Ireland for their limitations
had a plan, and while the quality was perhaps on the
Poles’ side, Giovanni Trapattoni’s side kept it simple
and took their chances – unlike Lewandowski in the
first half, and substitute Arkadiusz Milik in the second,
when he lost his footing when in a good position.

Waldemar Fornalik has only a month or so to prepare
his team for two home games – and while the latter,
against San Marino, may look easy, the match with Ukraine
could define the group. If he has any hope that Poland will
make it to Rio, then he has to put his team in the right
position before they visit Wembley, where England beat the
2014 World Cup hosts on Wednesday night. One thing is for
sure, he was given enough evidence that all is not as well
as was assumed when Hodgson’s men were stopped in
Warsaw in October.

Ireland – Poland 2:0 (1:0)

Scorers: Clark 35, Hoolahan 76

Ireland: David Forde – Paul McShane, John O'Shea,
Ciaran Clark (85. Richard Keogh), Greg Cunningham –
 Robbie Brady (71. Jon Walters), James McCarthy (71. Jeff
Hendrick), Glenn Whelan (46. Paul Green), Conor Sammon,
James McClean (82. Simon Cox) – Shane Long (62. Wes
Hoolahan)

Poland: Artur Boruc (46. Wojciech Szczęsny) – Sebastian
Boenisch (46. Marcin Wasilewski), Kamil Glik, Damien
Perquis, Jakub Wawrzyniak – Jakub Błaszczykowski, Daniel
Łukasik (77. Adrian Mierzejewski), Grzegorz Krychowiak,
Ludovic Obraniak (60. Arkadiusz Milik), Szymon Pawłowski
(46. Kamil Grosicki) – Robert Lewandowski

Yellow cards: McCarthy, Cunningham – Glik, Obraniak

Referee: Sébastien Delférière (Belgia)

Attendence : 43 112.

Ireland 2-0 Poland
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Pierwsza Liga

Druga Liga:
Grupa Zachodnia

Druga Liga:
Grupa Wschodnia




